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case In the context

Blasphemy and Rac
Robert Or~ and Margaret Donaldson

of Australian and NSW law

T
he attempted prosecution for
blasphemy of Salman Rashdie
and Viking Penguin, the author
and publisher of The Satanic

Verse~ was the subject of the interesting
English decision last year ofReg v. Chief
Metropolitan Stipendiary Magistrate, ex
parte Choudhury (1990). The decision that
the prosecution could not proceed was
hailed by some as a victory for free speech
over religious fundamentalism, though
criticised by others for failing to pmtect
the rights of a minority group.

The most important issue was whether
the law of blasphemy in England and
Wales protected only the Christian
religion or extended to protect other
religions, in this case Islam.

The court considered the long history of
blasphemy in the criminal law and
concluded:
¯ While the offence developed in

ecclesiastical law it was seen as a civil
offence primarily because Christianity
was the established religion. It was
therefore related, in a sense, to sedition
as an offence against law, the state and
the government.

¯ By the nineteenth century sober and
reasoned attacks on Christianity were
not con~ldered blasphemous; the attack
had to be a scurrilous vilification of that
religion.

¯ By combination of the above, the basis
of the offence was a tendency to shake
the fabric of seciety generally, both
because of the attack on the established
religion, which had the support of the
law, and also because the attack may
lead to a breach of the peace.

¯ There is an element of strict liability
about the offence, in that mere
intention to publish is sufficient to
constitute the crime and intention to
offend is not required.
The court noted the law of blasphemy

protected only the Christian religion, but

"L the anomaly arises from what Lord
Scarman called "the chains of history: the
origins of the law in the Ecclesiastical
Court~ and the fact that the Anglican
religion is the established law of the
country’:

The court therefore held that the law of
blasphemy only protected the established
Christian religion and felt bound to follow
that law, believing it was the function of
Parliament alone to change it,
particularly in criminal cases.

Interestingly, Lord Jusfflce Watldns also
considered the broader policy issue by
suggesting that notwithstanding the
anomaly, were it open to the court to
extend the law to protect religions other
than Christianlty, it would refrain from
doing so for a number of reasons,
including the problems arising from
determining which kinds of religion are
to be protected and how religion is to be
defined.

The decision has particular relevance
for Australia. Section 116 of the
Commonwealth Constitution provides
that the Commonwealth shall not make
any law for establishing any religion. It
is arguable that the law of blasphemy
contained for example in section 118 of

¯ the Broadcasting Act and regulation 13 of
the Customs (Cinematograph Films)
Regulations infringes that constitutional
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restriction. Even if section 116 of th6
Constitution does not have this effect and,
w~th regard to laws whose source is not
the Commonwealth (in particular the
common law crime) it is d~cnlt to see
how there can be such an offence in the
absence of the establishment of any
religion in Australia. It is clear that there
is no such established religion under any
law in Australia.

The law of blasphemy is undoubtedly
inappropriate in Australian society.
Various legislatures and bodies have
indicated that the concept of racial
vilLfication is now more appropriate The
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal’s
Television Program Standard 2(b) provides
that a licensee may not transmit a
program which is likely to incite or
perpetuate hatred against or gratuiteusly
vilifies any person or group on the basis
of ethnicity, nationality, race, gender,
sexual preference, religion or physical or
mental disability. Radio Programme
Standard 3 is in similar terms.

In NSW the Anti-Discriminailon Act
now includes as yet untested racial
vilification provisions. However, it is not
clear whether the Act would achieve, in
facts similar to those in Choudhu~ a
balance between the interests of groups
practising ’non established religions’ and
the interests of writers and publishers
wishing to express ideas that challenge
those groups and their practices.

The d~fference between the offence of
blasphemy as outlined in Choudhury and
an an offence under the Racial Vilification
Amendment is that the former is based
on the false assumption that we live in
an homogeneous society with
homogensens religions beliefs. The Rac/al
Vilification Amendment however a~mmes
a heterogeneous society and gives a right
of action to any person or group vilified
on the ground of their race, whatever that
may be~ It has the potential to protect
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powerless minority ~l’oups.
Another roajor difference between the

offence of blasphemy and the Racial
Vilification Amendraent is that the
former focuses on religion and the latter
on race Section 4(3) of the A~t defines race
as including colour, nationality and ethnic
or national origin. Further it allows a race
to be comprised of two or more distinct
races. But does the v~lification of a
religion constitute the vilification of a race
giving the people who subscribe to that
religion a right of action?

Obviously the question of racial identity
is a complex issue but if reliance is placed
on decisions in similar cases in other
jurisdictions a broad and flexible test
should be adopted in NS~. In New
Zealand for instance discrimination of
Jewish people was sufficient to amount to
racial discrimination (Kina-Ansell v Police
(1979)). The House of Lords has found
Sikhs to be an ethnic group. Following
these decisions the vilification of Islam
would constitute the vilification of an
ethnic group or groups.

The Racial Vilification Amendment
provides protection well beyond that
which the court in Choudhury was
prepared to give However the Act does
balance this protection by section 20C(2)
which excludes from the operation of the
Act:

"a public act, done reasonably and in

good faith, for acaderoi¢ artistic scientific
or research purposes or for other purposes
in the public interes~ including dizcussion
or debate about and expositions of any act

No doubt arguments very similar to
those put by Rushdie and the publisher
in Choudhury would be put by a
defendant if action was taken under the
Racial Vilification Amend.ment, that is
questions of artistic license and the
distinction of narrative voice and the
author’s position, as well as questions of
reasonableness.

An express exeroption for works done
for an artistic purpose gives greater
protection to publications like The Satan/c
Verses than offered in blaspheroy. Like the
offence of blaspheroy the Racial
Vilification Amendment protects, a
reasonable treatise of racial issues as
opposed to scurrilous vilifications. Unlike
the law of blasphemy, which maintains a
false depiction of society in order to limit
its application, the Racial Vilification
Amehdment expressly exempts particular
types of discourse so that the concerns for
fi~dom of speech are addressed in a more
appropriate manner.
Robert Orr is Deputy Director and
Margaret Donaldson a Principal Solicitor
in the Australian Government Solicitor’s
office, Sydney.
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Media assets in receivership
Malcolm Turnbull & Cass O’Connor argue that recent media receiverships indicate

banks need to alter their practices or changes in the law will be required

I
f the 80s were the decade ~f debt,
the 90s must surely be the decade of
insolvency. Never before have we
seen so many of our once-mighty

corporations mad industries in a debt-
induced limb~ Possibly the most over-
represented industry in this category is
the media.

We are now accustomed to living with
two out of three television networks in
receivership, two metropolitan newspaper
publishers in receivership, the only other
metropolitan newspaper publisher
operating at the mercy of its bankers, and
with many radio networks and regional
telecasters under similar restrictions.

Receivership means that the lenders to
tl~e company have recognised that for all
practical ptu-poses they now control and
own, if not all, most of the economic
interest in the company. In effect, they
take over the compan~ They ~ll appoint
a receiver, to enhance that economic
interest by competently managing the
operations and, where possible, ironing
out its preblems. The receiver should also
conduct an intelligent sales process to get
as much money back for the secured
lenders as possible.

In a seuse, a receivemhip is a short term
takeover.

Receiverships like takeovers

uring most takeovers, the
, successful offeror will have a
detailed strategy of how best to
manage its new acquisition. It

may involve the disposal of some assets
or a merging of interests. It will almost
always involve the reduction of costs.
Takeovers are planned, and change of
control is invariably followed by action.

In the magical world of receivership, the
similarities often end at the initial
takeover stage. Receivers are often
imposed on companies without any clear
strategy as to what receivership will
achieve causing a virtual paralysis. Such
receiverships are ultimately devastating
to asset values.

Change of control must be followed by
action beth at the operating and financial
levels of the business. Otherwise it will
have simply substituted the senior
management of the company with a
Chartered accountant. In some cases, this
may be goal enough in itself. Witness the
’de-Bonding’ of Bond Corporation.

Malcolm Tumbull

However, all too oi~n a receivership
results in a worse management structure
than existed befor~

Loan syndicate disputes

T
he pre-existing management
structure would typically have
been constituted by a board
controlled by one or two

individuals operating to some strategy
which may or may not have been
beneftcial. But it would, at least, have
existed.

A receivership effectively replaces that
board with a committee of banks -- the
loan syndicate Each bank has different
objectives according to its exposu~ Some
may have different security, some will be
able to afford a write-off better than
others. With media receiverships, further
problems may arise as a result of some
lenders having lent funds to other media
businesses raising the prospect of
potential breaches of media cross-
ownership or audience reach rules in the
Broadcasting Act. This would limit the
~cope for debt-to-equity schemes.

It is often the banks with the smaller
exposures which create the most
problems. These players often hope that
if they make the most waves they will be
removed from the syndicate on favourable
terms. The point is that such syndicates
are rarely harmonious.

Reporting to this syndicate committee
is the receiver, who has effectively taken
over the role of chief executive. The

existing management strategy is often
put on hold while the receiver acquaints
himself with the business: a process,
which due to time constraints, is rarely
possible to completa

The combination of a still-learr~ng
receiver reporting to, and hoping to get
some decision from, a schismatic
committee of banks makes for an
unsatisfactory administration.

The Fairfax and seven cases

A
n eleven month gestation
period has passed since the
secured lenders appointed a
receiver to Fairfax. As we go to

press, the receiver and the banks’ advisor
are beginning the process of evaluating
offers for the group. Over the past eleven
months, no material changes to the
management or direction of the company
have been implemented. Indeed, the
’performance’ of the newspapers seems to
have suffered in some areas. One need
only look at circulation figures over the
period of the Gulf War -- a time of peak
demand -- to discover that the Fairfax
press was tellingly over represented
amongst the rare circulation declines
during that period.

Man~ industry observers, former
Fairfax executives and even former
advisors have gone public with their
concerns about the apparent decline in
the value of Falrfax. Industry analysts
have noted that the seerah~g lack of
management strategy could further
deteriorate the quality of the product,
inhibiting profit recovery as the economy
comes out of recession. Employee morale ~
also suffered during the past year or sa

As it turns out, the delays have occurred
at an opportune ffune In December last
year, the economy was getting worse and
credit -- particularly for media assets --
was scarce. Now, towards the end 1991,
credit is easier and buyers are returning
to the market.

The tortuous passage of the Seven
Network receivership to bank ownership
is well known. Appointed some two years
ago, the receivers to Qintex Australia Ltd
had a simple mission: sell the Seven
Network for more than its share of
Qintex’s bank debt. At the time the Seven
debt was well in excess of $900 million.
It became apparent that the Network was
not only worth less than the bank debt,
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was deteriorating in value as time
,,,t on. The banks insisted that an
,~ro~distic price be demanded and this on

fidling market. After a year and a half
.,rot admirable patience from the
j~,~t.ralian Broadcnsting Tribtmal), the
,,,,raise failed and the banks have bought

assets themselves.

TEN case study

T
he difference between the TEN
receivemhip and that of many
other media groups is clear.
The lead banker to TEN,

~e~tpac, malised it had a problem and
,b,veloped a clear receivership and ~
,,:~:~ivership strategy.. A new management
wt,m was identified with experience in
b f.adcasting.

~hm~ly after appointment, a new
tlltlnagement strategy began to be
I t~tl flemented" Things happened, decisions
~v~t’o taken and as a result, it has added
vcdue to TEN, and reduced the cost of
,~Hplwa’ting that network.

Naturaily, the plans made before the
t~:¢eivershJp were modified and adapted to
challging circumstances as more
i.~wledgs came to hand. But there was
, di~-’ction, and a key creditor able to
i~t~d~e decisions.

After losing at one stage $2 million a
~*a~k "t~fore interest, TEN is now tmaxing
,~ ~eudl pre-interest profit. This is mainly
d,,~ to the significant cost savings that a
~,~¢oivership can effect in a talevision
~lotwerk as the greatest expenses of a
~,ot ~xwk are the contracted pmgrara and
~dent costs.

Adding to this success is the sensible
;~des precess undertaken by the receiver.
llatber than spray around information
~l~omo~mdums as was d6ne with Seven
~tl by the pre-receivership corporate
~dvisers to Fairfax, Mr Millar asked for
~;luvssions of interest from parties who
Could demonstrate a capacity to pay. It
~.as a clever approach, designed to
~dleviate one of the problems of
~vceivership in an industry with as few
ld~[~vrs as is apparent in the media:
dl’m~Sng a line between assisting potential
bidders as far as possible and giving out
~usitive information which may fall into
d~e ~’rong hands.

Receiver’s duties

R
eceivers may disclose inform-
ation that any purchaser could

|reasonably expect in order to
[conduct a sale, even if that

iulbtxnation is commercially sensitive But
~he~v are practical procedures to follow in
~xler to not destroy the businesa A

receiver must also act in the interest of
the company. Hence, he must make sure
that potential bidders are bona fide, which
can be done along the lines used in the
TEN receivership or, in some cases, by
assessing the likely Trade Practices
Commission attitude to the bid. A{’~er
securing such assttrances, he can then
fulfil another of his obligations by giving
all parties equal access to information.

The receiver must encourage as many
bidders as possible by not acting in any
way which weald either be prejudicial or
favourable to any single bidder. A one
horse race is rarely beneficial to the
secured lender~

The sale of The West Australian
newspaper in Perth and its associated
regional and community mastheads and
assets is one case where this process does
not seem to have been followed, q~aere was
effectively no auction process and the best
price was certainly not received for the
assets. The receivers actually sold the
assets to an underbidding syndicate,
prompting an investigation by the
Australian Securities Commission. The
ASC in turn found that they had "no
mason to believe that these decisions were
not commersially justifiable, notwith-
standing that others might have made
different decisions based on their own
perceptions of commercial reality"!

Foreign Investment

W
ith our corporate ~-selvency
laws and regulatory pro-
cesses at such clear odds
with those of our

international counterparts, is it any
wonder that the lending divisions of many
off shore banks are closing their doors to
Australia? If you were a director of
Citibank, now proud owner of the Seven
Natwork, exposed to News Corporation for
some $900 million, and Fairfax for around
half a billion dollars and with a legal
claim by the subordinated debenture
holders (bondholders) against your bank
and ANZ for another half a billion dollam,
would you have reservations about
lending to another Australian company --
particularly an Australian media
company?

Subordinated debenture holders have
been asked to invest money erie moment
and to drop dead ~he next. Shareholders
have either lost money directly or will do
so indirectly through exposure to the
banks. Banks welcomed here with open
arms now find themselves with inflexible
syndicate situations and losses which are
rarely being minimised by receivership. It
often seems that companies in
receivership stand alone in Australia in
not implementing any material expense

reduction strategy.
What business is it of ours anyway?

Does it matter that disputing syndicates
and cautious accountants fail to
dynamically manage companies under
the/r command? In our view it doea When
major Australian media corporations are
drifting without direction or strategy, then
the community loses. Employees,
customers and the viewing and reading
public suffer and, needless to say, investors
of all types really lose out.

Businesses need to be actively managed
and, if they are not, they lose value Even
more importantly our system of
insolvency laws, as practiced in this
recession, is doing almost as much
damage to our reputation in foreign
markets as did the entrepreneurs (and
particularly, the media investing
entrepreneurs) who sent the companies
broke in the first place

If we want to encourage foreign
investment in this country ~ need to
change the practice of insolvency. If the
banks cannot be encouraged to change
their practices, we should examine
changing the legal regime governing
insolvency.
Let us leave you with some constructive
thoughts about managing assets in
receivership:
¯ Go into receivership with a clear

business strategy. To ’take and hope’ is
useless and in some cases it may be
detrimental. Each week’s planning
before receivership will save many
months of milling about afterwards.

¯ Bankers should scutinise the
arrangements to resolve disputes in
any syndicate they choose to join. Few
such arrangements exist. Common
sense would suggest majority rule (by
weight of dollars, not numbers). The
’small bank in the big syndicate’
syndrome should be put to rest forever.

¯ Once the decision is made to put a
company into receivership, the
management needs of that company
should be scutiulsed. If management is
needed, hire it. Hire SOmeone with
experience in the industry, this is
particularly important with media
businesses, to work alongside the
receiver. Receivership must be an agent
of change And that means banks and
receivers should treat the business they
have taken over in the same way that
corporations treat their new
acquisitions. They should move quickly
to improve efficiency and value.

¯ With respect to the sales process, a
realistic view of value should be taken
early in the piece, and preferably before
the appointment of receiver~ Too many

COn~nuedp39
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Making ’universal service’ work
Peter White argues that while TelecomlO’rC’s standard telephone service CSO is flexible

it may not deliver enhanced network functions to all Australians

he Telecommunications Act,
1991 lays the groundwork for
requiring the merged Telecom/
OTC to provide nil Australians

with access to a ’standard telephone
service’. With the new Act the
Government has signalled that the
provision of univemal service is to remain
a priority goal. In fact universal service
gonis will no longer need to be cross-
subsidized in mysterious ways. The
merged Telecom/OTC will have a specific
and enforceable mandate to provide
universni service

The now legislation niss marks another
important advance For the Rrst time
there is an explicit acknowledgement that
changing technology and changes in
community expectations will have an
impact on how universal service is
ultimately defined.

Defining the standard
telephone service

A
ccording to, the Minister,
Telecom/OTC s universal ser-
vice obligation (USO) has
two strands. The fnst is the

obligation to supply the ’standard
telephone service’ to people in Australia.
This standard telephone service is to be
supplied as efficiently and economically as
possible, at performance standards which
reasonably meet the social, industxial and
commercial needs of the Australian
community. It is to be reasonably
accessible to all people in Austrniia on an
equitable basis wherever they reside or
carry on business. The second aspect of
the USO is to supply payphones so that
they are reasonably accessible to all
people in Australia. Telecom/OTC will be
designated ns the USO carrier and these
obligations will become a part of
Telecom/OTC’s licence conditions.

But most importantly, the new
legislation now specifically acknowledges
that the defihition of the ’standard
telephone service’ can be changed by
regulation. As the Explanatory
Memorandum to the A~t notes, changing
technologies and changing community
expectations will mean that definitions of
the ’standard telephone service’ could be
expected to dhange This is in accord with
research which found that domestic users
of the telephone system had a clear vision
of the way in which exisffmg premium and

ancillary telecommunications services
would one day be seen as a normal part
of the standard telephone service

But what must TelecomJUTC supply? In
the Act the ’standard telephone service’ is
defined as a pubtic switched telephone
service supplied by means of a telephone
handset that does not have switching
functious (tbxt 2, Division 1). But while
the legislation is reasonably clear about
the kind of hand set which is to be
supphed as a part of TelecomJOTC’s USO,
the definition of the "public switched
telephone service" c~eates a siguificant
problem. Apart from nominating that the
public network must be switchable, the
legislation is mute on the precise
switching capability of the network.

Network developments

I
t is important to realise that tele-
communications innovation is
occurring at both the customer
premises equipment (CPE) and the

network levels.
This network capability ultimately

relies on the sepinsff~cation of the local
telephone exchange Hence the capability
of a local exchange determines whether
or not a subscriber has access to a range
of enhanced telephone services. Services
currently on offer to subscribers who are
connected to Telecom’s computer-based
AXE exchanges, and marketed by
Telecom as Easycnil, include call waiting
alert, call hold, call diversion, three way
conversation and delayed hotline

Within the next few years, it is likely
that calling line identification-based
custom local areas switching services will
be offered. These provide domestic and
small business subscribers with facilities
which are normally only accessible to
users of sepkisticatsd PABXa These services
include call trace" selective call diversion,
calling number display and automatic call
return. But enstemers who are connected to
less sephisticated exchanges will be unable
to acce~ services of this kind until their lscal
exchanges are upgraded.

Clearly, at the present time, these kinds
of premium services are not seen as a part
of the standard telephone service But the
new legislation makes it lx~sible to mandate
the supply of these services when both
community expectations and available
technologies make this desirable But there
is a short term issue which will need to be
addressed.

Exchange limitations

urrently, areas designated as
being either totally or par-

’tinily loss making areas, or
CSO areas in the old

terminology, are serviced by older style
exchanges which are not capable of
providing any enhanced network services
whatsoever. Telecom-supplied data shows
that 98 per cent of lines in total CSO
areas are serviced by older-style
exchanges. And of those areas designated
as partial CSOs, 81 per cent of the lines
serviced by those older-style exchanges.
By contrast, areas designated as non-
CSOs have only 33 per cent of their lines
serviced by those older-style exchanges
Put rather simply, subscribers who are in
profitable areas are more likely to be
serviced by modern exchange equipment.

Now the emerging competitive
environment will encourage Telecom/OTC
to focus its energies on meeting its
competitors head-on. And its competitors
will concentrate their energies on high
volume and potentially lucraff~ve markets
Experience in the United States suggests
that in order to prosper, telecommuni-
cations carriers will focus on providing
unregulated enhanced services sslecff~vely
in large communities and, With pressure
from compotitere they will set up islands
of information infrastructures that pay for
themselves.

This means that Telecon~OTC’s scarce
capital resources will be directed to areas
where competition will be fiercest and
where financial returns on investment
will be greatest. If’this scenario is played
out, the USO of providing a ’standard
telephone serdce’ could be pared to a barn
minLmum. If a standard telephone service
can be offered with unsophisticated
exchange equipment, then there will be
little incentive for upgrading the
exchange Network upgrading will only
occur in loss making areas when there is
either competitive pressure, the promise
of financial returns, or the costs of
maintaining exisffmg exchange equipment
force its replacement with modern
equipment. The calculation and
implementation of the USO subsidy will
also determine how funds are spent on
loss-making areas.

The architects of the new
telecommunicatious policy would argue
that these incentives are appropriate
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service can be offered with
unsophisticated exchange equipment,
then there will be little incentive for
upgrading the exchange. Network
upgrading will only occur in l~s making
areas when there is either competitive
pressure, the psemise of financial returns,
or the costs of maintaining existing
exchange equipment force its seplacement
with modern equipment. The calculation
and implementation of the USO subsidy
will also determine how funds are spent
on loss-making areas.

The architects of the new
telecommunications policy would argue
that these incentives are appropriate
Telecom/OTC should be guided to make
’rational’ economic decisions and to avoid
over-investment in net~vork intPasttucture
which is not warranted by the financial
seturas. But the stated goal of regulation
is to ensure that there is some degree of
equity in access to network-based services
(Telecommunications Act, 1991, section 3).
This would mean that subscribers in loss-
making areas, who are willing to pay for
access to enhanced services should not be
permanently disadvantaged, or at least
disadvantaged for long periods of time
But some commentators have cautioned
that care must be taken so that we do not
"perpetuate islands of information ~aves’
in a sea of information ’have-nots’". How
might this inequity be seselved?

USO trigger

learly, the notion of equity can
understood in many ways.

But in a European context,
Garnham has

suggested that when access to a specific
set of telecommunicafflons services is
available to 80 per cent of the popalation,
then the semaining pepalation should
have access to those services as a part of
the USO.

The adoption of this approach would
mean that specific infrastructure costs
associated with network enhancement
should be assessable as a part of the cost
of prsviding the USO. This simple rule of
thumb, based on an unambiguous
threshold level, would both encourage
network enhancement and avoid
unnecessary wrangling about the
desirability or otherwise of redefining the
nature of the ’standard telephone service’.
Such an automatic threshold level would
also overcome another ambiguity in the
new legislation. A close seading of the Act
suggests that these is no straightforward
process for initiating an examination of
the definition of the ’standard telephone
service’. Revision of the defmition could be
seen as a change in licence conditions and

this would be at the discretion of the
Minister. The adoption of a threshold rule
would essentially semove the Minister
from the politice of any decision about
refining the definition of the ’standard
telephone service’.

Clearly, for this pseposal to be useful,
it is imperative that there be accurate
information about the status of the
Telecom/OTC network and that
informafflon must be in the public domain.
This will be essential if the crucial
network-based aspects of the standard
telephone service are to be reflected in
regulation.

Access v participation

L egislative guarantees of urdversal
service and equitable access
should not lull anyone into the
false expectation that Australian

telecommunications policy now
guarantees that all Australians will have
a telephone in their homes, if they so
desir~ This is for the simple reason that
access does not necessarily guarantee
participation. The ability to obtain a
telephone service sests on much more
than the existence of a telephone
company’s cable outside your front door.

’access does not
necessarily guarantee

participation"
It is important to realise that the new

Australian telecommunications policy on
universal service is rooted in the long
standing Australian goal of extending the
coverage of the telecommunications
system and it is essentially a policy
designed to provide universal ’access’. This
means that Australia’s access policies will
be prhmarily directed towards loss-making
sparsely settled areas of the country,
where subscribers are origen located
significant distances from a telephone
exchange

The policy ignoses the pessibility that
these are groups of potential telephone
users in urban areas who cannot gain
access to the telephone system. This policy
assumes that all subscribers have an
equal ability to pay for a telephone
service And whese they are unable to pay,
it assumes that other arms of
Government will provide targeted
financial assistance This financial aid is
drawn fiom general taxaff~on sevenue and
not as a cross subsidy or tax on users of
the telecommunications system.

The Australian approach to aniversai
access differs quite markedly from that
chosen in the United States. There,
subsidies for both counection, and ongoing
access to the telephone system have been

given to means tested individuals. The
Federal Communication Commission’s
(FCC) ’Link-Up America’ program
contributes towards the cost of a new
subscriber’s connection fee and
encourages local telephone companies to
offer deferred payment schedules on the
remaining charge~ Various FCC initiated,
but State administered, ’Lifeline’
programs psevide a range of subsidies for
monthly rental, service connection
charges and telephone handset rental to
eligible people Each program uses
revenue derived from an impost on all
telephone users.

In the US these telephone assistar/ce
programs are olden justified on the
grounds that the telephone is
indispensable to the public health, safety
and welfare of low-income individuals.
And some economists argue that these
programs can be economically justified
because benefits arise for all subscribers
when mose people are connected to the
telephone system.

So what are the implications of the
Australian policy? Clearly the
Government’s price-cap safeguards do not
have any consequence for people who
either cannot afford to be connected to the
telephone, or who are excluded for other

Information

T
he specification of the standard
telephone service sequires infor-
mation about the status of the
network. Clarity abeut who is

connected to the network requires
demographic information about network
users and non-users and the seasons for
their non-usa

In recent times Telecom and the
Telecom Australia Coasumer Council
have commissioned important work in
these areaa But it is impossible to predict
how the new competitive environment
will affect the merged TelecondOTC’s
intesest in either commissioning sesearch
or making the results of that research
available

Clearly a major task for the
Department of Transport and
Communications, Austel, TelecomJOTC
and the new competitor is to ensure that
information of this kind is readily
available This will be crucial if rational
debate about the status and future
directions of the Australian
telecommunications network is to be
possible

Dr Peter White is a Senior Lecturer in the
Media Centr~ La Trobe University,
Melbourne
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Regulation gone berserk
Paul Maliam agrees that the Broadcasting Amendment Act 1991 will not hinder the

Packer bid for Fairfax and will be impossible to administer

T
he Government’s Broadcasting
Amendment Act 1991 is a
regressive step which will
belabour the industry with

significant inefficiencies. The Act has
arisen out of concerns mgardSng the bid
by the Tourang Consortium for the
Falrfax Group. Yet ironically, while
imposing a significant regulatory burden
across the industry, it now appears that
the Tourang proposal will escape the Act’s
notification requirement.

The Act expiained

I
n general terms the notification
provisions of the Act apply to any
acquisition under which a pemon
either acquires a prescribed

shareholding or vofflng interest in a
licence or an interest that wonld result in
a contravention of the foreign or cross-
media ownership rules. For the purpose
of identifying whether or not the
notification provisions apply, the interests
ofa pemon and any of her or his associates
are to be treated as a single interest.
Relatives, de facto spouses and persons
who during the past five years have been
partners, employees, employers,
professional advisers on more than one
occasion and related companies are
deemed to be associates, amongst other
relationships. There is provision for the
mulfflple apphcation of the ’associate’ test,
whereby if A is an associate of B, and B
and C are associates, then A is an
associate of C.

Notice of any acquiWltion covered by the
notification procedures must be lodged
with the Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal at least ten days before the
acquisition takes place The notice must
comply with sub-section 90J(7CC) of the
Broadcasting Act. If the acquisition takes
place, then a notice must be lodged with
the Tribunal as soon as practicable and
in any case within seven days advising it
of that fact. The Tribunal’s power to
acquire information under Section 89X
has been amended so that the Tribunal
may require information within seven
days or shorter time, if necessary.

Section 92P has been amended to allow
the Federal Court to make orders to
prevent, or prevent a continuation of, any
contravention of a provision of l~art IIIBA
of the Azt (concerned with ownership and
control). This prevision is of wider scope

than the previous previsions, under which
the Federal Court may make orders only
in respect of certain specified
contraventions or offences of the Act.
Orders similar to those available to the
Tribunal under section 92M will also now
be available to the Federal Court.

The amendments are largely
procedural, in that they introduce
notification requirements and enlarge the
circumstances in which the Tribunal may
make an apphcation to the Federal Court
and the orders that might be made by the
Coturt. However, they do not change the
substantive law regarding the test to
determine whether a contravention of the
ownership and control rules had occurred.
Nevertheless, the Act provides that the
Tribunal is to have regard to the
associates of a person in exercising its
powers under Part IIIBA of the Act. But
as the substantive law in relation to
’associates’ has not changed, then the
manner in which the ]Yibunal could have
regard to them in exercising its powers
seems to be uncertain.

Misdirected legislation

T
he Government has obviously
decided that the ~ should have
a wide-ranging operation, in
order to catch any potential

transaction which the Tribunal identifies
as requiring further scrutiny and/or acglon
in the Federal Court before the
transaction is consummated. The Act
focuses on shareholding and voting
interests, and not on any form of de facto
control. Accordingly, where a person
acquires less than a prescribed interest in
a licence, and her or his associates do not
acquire any shareholding or voting
interests, then the acquisition would not
require notification. Thus it appears in
relation to the Tourang Consortium that
if Malcolm Turnbull does not acquire
either a shareholding or voting interest
in the Falrfax Group (and Mr Packer’s
interest in that Group does not exceed 15
per cent) the Act’s provisions will not be
triggered.

On the other hand, the wide-ranging
scope of the ASt will catch a large number
of inncouous transactions -- often in
circumstances where the person who is a
party to the transaction will not even
realise that the Act applies. The
Government was obviously conscious of

the width of its potential operation, as the
obligation to notify the Tribunal only
arises if a person is awaxe that the section
applies.

The Tribunal has a power to determine
that a specified class of associates is to be
disregarded for the purposes of the Act.
This power will need to be u ’tflised qulcldy
given its wide-ranging operation. For
example, the Act would appear to catch
any acquisition of shares by an employee
in a company holding a prescribed
interest in a licence under an employee
share scheme

Bewildering scope

urthermore, the extended
asseciate provision also results in
some unusual consequencea It is
not uncommon for a prescribed

interest in a licence to be held through a
series of companies with interlocking
shareholdings. The professional advisers
to those companies would need to comply
with the notification requirements if they
proposed to acquire interests in them. It
appears that all partners of those
professional advisers would also need to
comply with the associate previsions.
Those partners would of course be
associates of all the companies, listed and
unlisted public and private, to which they
previde prefessional advice By virtue of
the extended associate previsions, this
weuld result in a company to which a
legal or accountancy firm provided advice
being deemed to be an assedtate of all
other companies to which that firm
provides advice. In short, multiple
applications of the associate previsions
render the Act’s potential width and scope
absolutely bewilderin~

Few would doubt that the objective of
arming a broadcasting regulator with
sufficient powers to uphold the law is
worthy. However, that objective has to be
balanced with other considerations. The
extremely limited number of situations in
which the Tribunal might be required to
exercise its powers prior to an acquisition
taking place does not jusffffy the Act’s
elaberate regulatory regime which will
ultimately be impossible to administer.

Paul Mallam is a Senior Associate with
Blake Dawson Waldron’s Sydney offic~
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Injunctions in defamation actions
Frank O’Donnell discusses recent cases which have challenged the courts’ reluctance to

grant injunctions and finds injunctions are still difficult to obtain

T raditionally, courts have been
reticent in granting injunctive
relief. This reticence is because
defamation actions, unlike other

areas of the law, require special
consideration of the right to freedom of
speech and the public’s right to engage in
open and fully informed debate

One hundred years ago in the
celebrated case of Bonnard v Perryman
the English Court ef Appeal banded down
a decision which sot out the test for the
granting of interlocutory relief for the
publication of defamatory material.

After an interlocutory injunction
restraining the publication of the alleged
libel was granted, the defendant publisher
appealed. The Court of Appeal in
overruling the lower Court said:

"it is obvious that the subject matter of
an action for d2famation is so special as
to require exceptional caution in exercising
the jurisdiction to interfere by injunction...
The right of free speech is one which it is
for the public interest that individuals
should posses~ and, indeed, that they
should exercise without impediment, so
long as no wrongful act is don¢ and,
unless an alleged libel is untru~ there is
no wrong committed; but, on the contrary,
often a very wholesome act is performed in
the publication and repetition of an alleged
libel Until it is clear that an alleged libel
is untru¢ it i~ not clear that any right at
all has been infringed," and the importance
of leaving free speech unfettered is a strong
reason in cases of libel for dealing most
cautiously and warily with the granting of
interim injunctiona’"

Recent Developments

he inflexible policy of refusing
interlecutury injunctions in
defamation actions was con-
fronted two years ago in

National Mutual Life Association v. GTV
Corporation (1989).

This case concerued an application by
National Mutual to restrain General
Television Corporation Pty Ltd, Jana
Wendt, Martin King and TransMedla
Productions Pry Ltd from bmadca~in~ on
Charmel Nine’s program A Current Affair,
the second segment of a two-part program
dealing with certain sickness and
disability insurance policies of the plaintiff
and the mamaer in which they were sold
to the publia The National Mutual had

already commenced proceedings against
the defendants claiming that it was
defamed by the broadcasting of the first
sogment and associated promotional
material when it sought the injunstion.

The plaintiff’s application for an
interlocutory injunction was based on
restraining the defendants t~om:
¯ broadcasting defamatory material; and
¯ committing a conspiracy to injure the

plainffiff by misleading the publia

Broadcasting Defamatory
material

n essonce, Justice Ormiston (the
judge at first instance in the
National Mutual case), had to
consider two substantive issues.

First, whether the plaintiff had
established a prima facie case Secondly,
whether it was ’just and convergent’ to
grant an injunction.

Justice Ormisten resolved the flint issue
by asking the question formulated by the
High Court in Murphy v. Lush (1986) 
whether there is:

"a serious questiora.....to be determined

which, if determined in favour of the
plaintiff, would require the grant of an
injunction in one form or anotheF."

It was held there was a sorious question
to be determined because "whether
looked at independently or in coffjunction
with the first program and the
promotional material the segment would
be defamatory if broadcast’:

In relation to the second issue Justice
Ormistsn held that the test of what is
’just and convenJ.ent’ had to be determined
after considering ’the balance of
convenience and haMship’. The defendants
argued that the balance of convenience
and hardship was in their favour because
there was sufficient evidentiary material
on affidavk before the Court to jastify the
right of freedom of speech to prevail over
any injury which the plalnt’~ff might have
incurred from the broadcasting of the
defamatory material.

In rejecting the defendants’ argument,
Justice Ormiston held that while
recogaising that the courts have given
higher priority to freedom of speech ever
a potentially aggrieved individual
(particalarly where damages would be 
st~ff’icient remedy), merely asserting the
defence of justification with the aim of
proving the truth of the allegations at

trial was not sufficient for the defendant
to succeed. Although it was not necessary
for the defendant to precisely identify the
source of information and to give detailed
reasons as to why it believed its
allegations to be true, some ’reliability’
had to be attached to the statement. In
this case, there was doubt over the
reliability of statements and "sufficient
evidence of a real risk of loss of goodwill
by the plainffiff, to require the defendants
to go further".

However, the court held that it could not
ignore the public interest in the free
dissemination of news, ideas and opinion.
Public policy had to be weighed against
the Court’s power to grant equitable relie£.
Here, it was deemed in the public interest
that a major insurance company be open
to scrutiny and criticism.

The Court held that the conspiracy to
injure claim was founded on a:

"’fundamental misconception. It assumed
that the court should grant interlocutory
relief because an allegation of conepiracy
was added to an allegation of libel, The
conspiracy was to commit the very same
libel that is the principal ground for
relief..."

However, His Honour noted that had
tlie plaintiff been able to show a
predominant intention to injure, as in the
English case of GulfOil v. Page (1987),
then the outcome in this case may have
been different.

Although the plaint’~ff was unsuccessful
in this action, the case does demonstTato
a shift in the law’s attitude towards
interlocutory injunctions restraining
publication. It would appear that the
courts are more willing te balance the
injury to a plaintiff against the
defendant’s right to i~eedom of speech and
the public’s right to engage in open and
fully informed debata Indeed, as the Full
Court noted when the case went
unsuccessfully on appeal:

"’It has been felt, we think, that it ~s
usually better that some plaintiffs should
suffer some untrue libels for which
damages will be paid than that members
of the community generally, including the
so-called news media, should suffer
restraint of free speech."

In the NSW Supreme Court decision of
Chappell v. TCN Channel Nine (1988).
Justice Hunt granted an interlecutoyy
injunction. Interestingly, this case also
involved the program A Current Affair,
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vhich proposed to telecast a segment
~aising questions of adultery and the
~articipation in unusual sexual activities
_’oncerulng the plaintiff, a well known
knstralian cricketer.
The defendant argued that the rule in

~onaard v. Perryman supported its
.~pplication to prevent pubfication because
.t could justify the defamatory allegations
it trial. However, Justice Hunt found that
:hero was no real ground for supposing
:hat the defendant might succeed on the
~efence of jnstification, as the imputations
:ould not be seen as being related to a
matter of public interest -- a necessary
*.~equirement for success in a defence of
iustification under section 15 of the
Defamation Act-1974 (NSW).

In granting an interlocutory injunction,
.Justice Hunt referred to Justice Ormiston
m the National Mutual case with approval
zmd made it clear that the rigidity of the
Bonnard v. Perryman test was not applicable

Anirna| Uberation Case

T
he most recent decision
concerning interlocutory rolief is
the Victorian Full Court
decision of Animal Liberation v.

Gasser (1991). This case concerned 
~figoroas campaign by the defendants to
persuade members of the public not to
attend circuses. The defendants sought to
deter persons from attending the circus by
subjecting the persons present, including
elderly people escorting young children,
to intimidation constituted by accusations
(some by placard and some shouted).
These accusations carried the implications
that the persons attending the circus
shonld be ashamed of themselves for
attending, and for escorting children to
the circus They were calculated to put the
children and their escorts in fear.

The plaintiffs commenced proceedings
for causes of action in defamation,
malicious falsehood and nuisance They
also sought interlocutory injunctions
rostraining the appellants from further
publishing the words complained of and
from obstructing and interfering with the
patrons or prospective patrons of the
circus.

The defendants pleaded the Bonnard v.
Perryman defence swearing on affidavit
that they believed the words complained
of wero true and that they intended to
plead justification. In an unreported
judgment of 12 January, 1989, Justice
Beach ordered an interlocutory injunction
against publication of the words
complained of. He also orderod that the
appellants be rostrained from "conducting
any demonstrations" on or adjoining the
respondents’ premises during the
performances of the plaintiffs’ circus or

one hour before and after such
performances.

In dealing with the application to
restrain publication, Justice Beach
roferred to the National Mutual decision,
and said:

"as to what had been called in New
South Wales the "special excepthJn’ in
favour of a defendant in a defamation
action, there is no such special exception
where a plaintif[’s cause of actian is bea~cd
on injurious falsehood."

The Full Court however, held that
Justice Beach had been led into e~rror on
this point of law. They noted:

"the mere fact that a plaintiff pleads
injurious falsehood, in addition
defamation, is not sufficient af itself to
relieve the court from having to be satLs/led
that there is a very clear case for an
injunction before restraining the repetition
of defamatory words which the defendanLs
propose to justify and which they have
some real and not illusory prospect of
justifying."

’a plaintiff will not
obtain better

entitlement to an
injunction by simply

" aching on" other
causes o[ action’

In other words, the Full Court basically
confmned the ruling in National MuCual;
that is, a plaintiff will not obtain better
entitlement to an injunction by simply
’tacking on’ other causes of action to an
application for injunctive rolief in a
defamation action without being able to
justify that those grounds do in fact exist.

Stop Writs

n addition to the above a plaintiff
can also issue a ’stop’ ar ’fright-
ening’ writ. They are commonly
seen as an alternative to injunctive

proceedings. The aim of a ’step’ writ is to
stop the defendant from publishing or
republishing defamatory matter, rather
than to proceed to trial on the issue.

Unlike an injunction, which is a legal
remedy to prevent the publication of
defamatory matter, the stop writ works by
intimidating the defendant into silence.

Thero is a mystique to ’s~op’ writs Thece
should not be They are not a particular
type of writ with a particular legal
remedy. They are initiated with the
intention of intimidation. Their motive is
to stop the further publication of the
allegedly objectional material whether it
is defamatory or not. The rationale is that!

should fresher pnhlications ensue and
subsequently be fi~m~d tu be libellous and
to have e.xacel’b~ltt~.t the initial libel, this
exacerbation is likely h~ be lv.flected in an
incroased m~ard ~" d,’~u~%,~, However, by
intimidating t.ho d(~fi~udunt into not
proceeding to ta’ial the plaintiff may be
accused of abusitk~ the pvocnsses of the
court to achie~, wha~ be may not have
been able to ad~io~ in court. In the

~sglish case ef hV, Mq/ary (1955) theter of the Roll,,~ I’~x~vahed, stated that
court proceedl~ t~)~fld not be used in this
way and that pe~¢~ns using or threate-
ning proceedings ~ ~bt(dn a collateral
benefit could be h’~dlty nfan abuse of the
process of the court,

The collatea~fl beuotlt u~.~l not only be the
suppression of the defim~atory matter. For
example, in anofl~er Engllsh cas~ Goldsmith
v. Sperrings (1977k the plaintiff began
actions for libel ~,~iust the defendant
newspaper distributer and 36 secondary
disttibutors of tho ~tirlcal magasine Pr/vate
Ey~ Some of the ,~nd~u:y distributors
agreed not to haudle Ihe m¢~nsine in future,
at which point actions against them were
agreed to be drepi~t.

Conclusion

N evcrthoh,a% if one wishes to
pub<tin iltlunctiv e relief for
supp~x~sshn~ of defamatory
matel’ial, cue "shoed t~

twice. Although l.h~ Cota~ may have
indicated an easing of the once rind
Bonnard v. ~r#), ~ltl I’ule, the realiW is
that it is only hi iho Iliost e~mo~n~
ofca~s that ons wdl sti~. ~om of
spe~h will generlllly outweigh p~vate
in~msts and alB. iltku’y to the pl~nt~
which can be mmedh~d by d~ages. One
will only succeed:-
" Where thoru is a prima facie

defamation whkql is so cle~ that a
J~ finding ef no alteration ~d
be set aside ns ililcen~nabl~

¯ ~em ~ece is n~ morn to debate any
of the dofcnces such ~ a quMffied
prMleg~ justification ~r public ~nefit.

¯ ~em thcro is u substantive que~ion
~ consider at trial u:alj~i ~ dem~&
the restraint of tho publication.

Howe~ if iatechn,.uto~W relief ~ not
available but ono h~linvcs them h~ been
a defamation then ~, ~ ~ has evew ~ght ~
~ssue a ~’it, no matter how dubious the
alleged defamatiou.

Frank O’Dont ell ~.~ ~ S,.a~or" " Associate" in
the Melboarnc ,~[]i,’,. ,,f Sly & Wergall,
Solicitors This is Un. ~!ditcd text of a paper
presented to the 199l BLEC "Defamation
and Media Law Workshop’.
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Competition regulation of the media
Professor Baxt argues that media acquisitions are a special case requiring advance

consideration by an Independent body in the light of the public interest

T
he Trade Practices Commission’s

first claim to fame in the area of
media regulation arose because
of the controversial decision that

it took in 1987 with respect to the
takeover by News Limited of The Herald
& Weekly Times group.

In that 1987 decision the Trade
Practices Commission chose to seek,
without recourse to the courts, a solution
to what might otherwise have been a
problem takeover by agreeing to a
divestiture of part of The Herald &
Weekly Times empire to one of the
existing players but subject to certain
important condition~ The fact that the
Northern Star Group eventually moved
into television (requiring the sale of the
Brisbane and Adelaide Newspapers it
acquired as part of The Herald & Weekly
Times takeover) could not have been
foreseen by McComas and the
Commission. Secondly, the Fairfax empire
was then in pretty good shape and the
Commission could have been quite easily
forgiven for thinking that that wou/d
continue to provide significant
competition to the News Limited group.
Thirdly, The Hea~ld & Weekly Times ~vas
already in a very powerful position in a
number of markets and News Limited’s
acquisition of that particular empire did
not result in dominance Fourthly, no one
foresaw with any certainty the
consequences of the recession we have
been experiencing= Finally, the terms of
the Trade Practices ACt were clear --
dominance was the appropriate
benchmark. I believe, however, that the
process adopted by the Commission was
wrong -- it should have been public and
subject to a court order or authorisation
(if that was applicable).

Changing circumstances

T
he collapse of the share market
in 1987 together with the re-
organisation of the Fairfax
empire brought about a

different competition scenarkx When
Northern Star, by virtue of the new cross
media tales, decided that it would target
television as its primary income
producing activity in the media rather
than newspapers, the Commission was
put in the position where it did not have
the opportunity to preperly evaluate the
sale of the Adelaide and Brisbane

Bob Baxt

newspapers to the management buyouts.
Shortly after, the Commission under-

took an inquiry into the management
buyoute and published a report in 1989
which indicated that, while there were
some features of the management buyout
which we would have preferred were not
present, they did not amount to a breach
or likely breach of the Trade Pract~es A~

However, since 1988 (and even before
that) there has been an ahnost continuous
stream of complaints to the Government
that it should do something about the so-
called concentration in media ownership
in this country. The Trade Practices
Commission was also concerned that its
role in regulating the media was
significantly constrained by the fact that
the Government did not have what
appeared to the Commission a view about
how competition in the media should be
’regulated’.

A number of different bodies get
involved in media takeovers and in other
media activities that may impinge in
competition. The Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal have one set of criteria that it
must apply (and what all would agree is
a fairly cumbersome mechanism by which
it has to deal with these issues), the
Foreign Investment Review Board (which
is not accountable as an independent body
except to the Treasurer) has another set
of criteria that it has to evaluate, and the
Commission plays a very marginal role in
all of thi~ That was why the Commission
put to the Griffiths Committee (the House
of Representatives Standing Committee

on Legal and Constitutional All’aim) the
view that the Government should
rationalise its thinking about competition
policy in this area and vest in the
Commission a primary role in dealing
with mergers and other anti-competitive
arrangements in the media generally.
That view is not supported by the
Griffiths Committee_

The Commission also suggested that
mergers which involved sensitive
industries (for example, newspapers)
should automatically go to Commission
for evaluation. That again has been the
view that the Commission had put
consistently to the Government during
my term as Chairman. While the
Government has now agreed that large
mergers will go the Commission for
vetting (through a pre-notification
mechanism) it has not singled out the
media as an area for special treatment.

Commission -- "lHbunal link

he Commission was also
concerned at the fact that it
did not have a formal link with
the Tribunal in carrying out its

tasks. That became a very clear problem
in September 1990 when the Channel Ten
Network collapsed and there were
concerns that there would be a sale of that
particular business to interests where Mr.
Beazley feared that problems in relation
to competition in the industry might arise.

The Trade Practices Commission
became involved hi that particular matter,
seeking uadertakings fi’om the receiver of
the Channel Ten Network which were
granted in relation to the management of
the Channel Ten Network. During the
days following the collapse of the Channel
Ten Network there were frequent
exchanges between the Trade Practices
Commission and the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal. These, as far as I
was concerned, clearly indicated that we
needed a stmngor formal link between the
two bodie~ Peter Westerway and I reached
an agreement in principle that we would
push for that formalisation and I
understand that Michael Duffy and Kim
Beazley have now put into place this
mechanism. Brian Johns, Deputy
Chairman of the Commission, is a
member of the Tribunal.
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Current policy

W
Ihat is so disappointing to
me, not only as a former
regulator but as an Aus-
tralian citizen, is the fact

that the Government seems even 12
months later not to be able to come to
grips with the basic problems that are
being faced by the Australian community
in relation to the regulation of the media.
The deficiencies in the broadcasting
legislation, and the fact that the Trade
Practices Act might not apply to crose-
media takeovere (except insofar as they
related to part of the market) were issues
that were put to the Government time
and again. The serea~bling around that
we see at the moment in relation to how
the media laws (in particular the
Broadcasting Act) should be changed at a
time when the Fairfax properties are
about to be disposed of by the receivers
and managem is quite disturbing.

Surely, we should not be expecting
business grotlps who are investing over $1
billion in one of the most seusitive and
important industries in Australia to have
to guess at what the law is going to be
and how it is going to be interpreted
during the course of this particular sale
The nonsensical situation of the foreign
ownership limits being set by a Caucus
Committee of 23 persons has been the
subject of a stream of newspaper and other
comment. There is no guarantee that the
Government will accept the recom-
mendations of the Caucus Committee,
and even if it does, no guarantee of these
rules being relevant to the current matter
(and should they be?). The Tribunal has
been calling for wider powers to be able
to evaluate the particular acquisitions,
and the Commission has also clearly been
getting information in relation to the
relevant matters. What we have is total
confusion.

The Government has been on notice of
these matters for some time and should
have sorted out just where it was going
in tkis area. In my "dew they should have
provided the Tribunal with the
appropriate power to evaluate each
acquisition in the context of the current
legislation, rather than have the matter
being held up in the courts for months to
come if we do not proceed through a clear
and sel~sible mechanism. The so called
ability to go to court in this area is just
a bizarre solution. The same department
has gone out of its way to ensure that
AUSTEL has very wide discretions in the
telecommunications area to avoid ha’,~ng
to go to court. Of course one cannot
guarantee that an unhappy bidder might

still not challenge the decision of the
Tribtmal. But that ’scenario’ could also be
dealt with by specific legislation.

Media a special case

am opposed in general to the notion
of retrospective legislation and
legislation to deal with par{icniar
seenarios. Legislation shmfld be

general in its approach unless there is
special grounds for creating industry
specific approaches to partictflar areas.

"The Government ...
should have sorted
out where it was

going in this area’

The media, however, is a special case
and in the light of the consistent pressure
from bodies such as the Tribunal and the
Commission (as welt as other pressure
from political sources as well as
community sources) it is not surprising
that the Government felt it necessary to
create a mechanism to deal with the
problems that it envisaged might arise
from the acquisition of this very
ireportnnt media asset. I would have
favoured a position whereby the Tribunal
would have been given the right to have
reviewed each of the bids for the Fairfmx
newspapers in the light of the
broadcasting legislation, I would have
gone even further and suggested that the
acquisition should have been evaluated in
the context of ’national interest issues’, It
is much better for these matters to be
evaluated by an independent body such
as the Tribunal than it is by Caucus
Committees, Ministers (distracted by
other issues such as leadership disputes)
or other political groups.

Public participation

he Tribunal could be given
as to matters that

should be given special
attention in the evaluation of

the particular acquisition (such a direction
may be given, for example, by the
Minister to the Trade Practices
Commission in its consideration of any
authorisation apphcation -- see section 29
of the Trade Practices Act); and there are
other mechanisms that can be put in
place to ensure that wide community
interests are taken into account.

The beauty of the Trade P~ctices
authorisation prccess is that it is a very
public process, interested groups in the

community can make representations, the
Commission usually holds a conference at
which interested parties can attend (but
lawyers cannot formally address the
Commission conference thus keeping the
matter away from the legalities that may
otherwise arise); usually a draft
determination is published for comment.
Such a draft determination is not
published in the case era merger because
of the speed at which it needs to move and
it may not be possible for it to apply in
such a scenaria The public process is one
that clearly means that we have a greater
opportunity for the interests of the
conxmunity to be properly aired.

While we are dealing with private
property in one sense we are of course
dealing with issues where public interests
are very much at the heart of the
ownership of that private property. The
barriers to entry to newspaper pubhcation
are not insignificant. It will be
extraordinarily difficult for another major
newspaper to commence operations in
Australia to compote effectively with
News Limited and whoever owns the
Fairfax newspaper. Therefore, it is
essential that any acquisition of those
interests o.re evaluated in the context of
broad community interests. This is one of
only a few industries where such an
approach should be adopted.

Regrettably, there has been total
disarray in the Government’s thinking in
relation to this area. The Government has
been slow to respond to the requests of
bodies such as the Tribunal and
Commission in dealing with this prebtem
area. The response that we have seen is
both disjointed and inconsistent. In the
meantime, the acquisition of a very
important asset will have taken place in
the midst of this confused environment.

What we need is a situation where
there can be an open, independent and
pubhc evaluation of the bids in the context
of our media laws. Anything less than
that will leave the impression that the
Government has somehow or other
wanted to pull the strings on how this
matter should finish Ul~

Robert Baxt is a Partner with Arthur
Robinson & Hedderwicks of Melbourne
and is a former Chairman of the Trade
Practices Commission, This paper is an
edited version of a paper presented to the
1991 CIRCIT seminar ’Broadcasting and
its Regulation in The New Arec~" The
views expressed in this paper are Professor
BaxFs persencd view~
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Review of phone tapping law
Beverley Schuff discusses some disturbing aspects of the A.G’s review of phone tapping powers.

n 1989 the Federal Attorney
General’s Department embarked
upon a review of the Telecommuni-
cations (Interception) Act 1979. This

review followed the extension of phone
tapping power to state police and
investigation agencies following amend-
ments to the A~t in September 1988.

In August 1991 a draft; Report was
circulated to the fifteen agencies which
contributed submissions -- fourteen of
them solicited and one (from the NSW
Council for Civil Liberties) unsolicited. In
the course of inviting submissions the
Department clearly had a very limited
v~ew of the public interest when it
determined which groups were ’most
affected by the Act’. Seven police forces,
four State investigation agencies, the
Commonwealth Director of Public
Prosecutions and Ombudsman and
Telecom were contacted and made
submissions.

The authors have recommended
fundamental changes to the law in this
drai~ report which is now being given
final form for submission to Attorney-
General Duffy.

Unfortunately the authors do not refer
to the Commonwealth Government’s
obligations under the Constitution and
international conventions to protect the
privacy of the telecommunications
network and its users.

Tapping without warrant

T
he report recommends that any
party to a telephone con-
versation be permitted to tape
that conversation without the

knowledge or consent of the other
party/parties. This practice is known as
’participant monitoring( At present, the
law prohibits taping of phone calls
without a warrant issued by a Federal
judge The authors of the report state:

"the existing prohibiHon is limited in
scope, difficult to enforce at present and,
with the increase in the numbers of
providers of telecommunications equip-
ment, will be increasingly so and iz
difficult to justify as being required to
preserve individual privacy."

Both the 1986 Royal Commission into
Alleged Telephone Interception (Stewart
report) and the 1986 Joint Select
Committee on Telecommunications
Interception (t~arliarnentary Cornmittee)
took the opposite course to the Attorney-
General’s review and recommended,

despite the difficulties in enforcement,
prohibition against the possession of
interception equipment. That recom-
mendation was accepted and the
prohibition is now contained in section
85KZB, Crimes A~t.

The report sets out further arguments
in support of the recommendation. One is
that participant monitoring is permitted
under State listening devices lav~ In fact,
most listening device laws are about
twenty years old. The more recent
amendments acknowledge the importance
of privacy and prohibit participant
monitoring (refer NSW Listening Devices
Act 1984; SA Listening DevicesAmendmea~ Act 1989). There is also

reference to the 1983 Australian Law
Reform Commission’s (ALRC) Privacy
report, which accepted participant
moultering. The ALRC’s recommendation
was not adopted by the two more recent
reviews of phone tapping legislation -- the
Stewart Report and Parliamentary
Committee report, or by the New South
Wales or South Australian parliaments.

Tapping radio signals

he report raises the option of
permitting tapping of communi-
cations which are transmitted
in part through radio signals.

Acceptance of such an option would
remove protections from users of cellular
mobile phones, pager services and public
access cordless telephones ]?ermitting the
medium of communication to determine
the extent of privacy protection is jus~ffied
on the grounds that:

"The review team believes tha~ the
applical-ion of the Act’s protection to
communications being carried over the
radioeommunications part of a
telecommunico:l~ons system is anomalous
a,’td g~ves rise to practical difficultiea..[T]he
Act ..served to protect the privacy of the
persons using those facilities to
communicate However, that policy appears
to be inappropriate for services which
partly employ radiocommunicatlons as a
means of making or receiving
communicationa.."

Telecom has acted to protect the privacy
of its customers’ calls by scrambling all
cellular phone call signals.

The report’s recommendation would
overturn the decision in Edelsten v The
Invesl~gating Committee of NSW (1986). 
that case it was held that cellular phone
messages ’pass over’ the telecommuni-

cations system even when the radio
signals are travelling from a car phone to
the radio base station and are therefore
protected by the Telecommunications
(Intereeption) Act.

Extending the scope warrants

T
he dra~ report recommends the
extension of the cla~ of offences
for which phone tap warrants
may be obtained to include:

¯ offences likely to involve serious loss to
crown revenue;

¯ clarification of ’ssrioas fraud’;
¯ computer fraud;
¯ conduct involving official corruption;

and
¯ conduct which involves substantial

planulng and organisation (such as car
theft rackets).
The vagueness of some of these concepts

is astounding.
The report states that consideration

should be given to direct interception by
State law enforcement agencies (not just
police forces) and recommended a trial of
reducing the central role of the Australian
Federal Police (AFP) could be reduced.

Federal oversight was introduced as a
precondition to extending phone tap
powers to State agencies. Its origins lie in
the sorry history of state agency illegal
phone tapping activity, particularly in
NSW (as was detailed in the Stewart
Report).

The authors rejected the proposals of the
NSW Council for Civil Liberties to
include more details in the annual report
required under the Act. Such proposals
would have brought the Australian Act
into line with the detail required by
Canadian and US law. The additional
information would include the financial
and privacy costs of telephone tapping.
including the number of persons
overheard on each warrant and the
average cost of intercept~ In 1986 the
AFP estimated that the average cost of a
telephone intercept was $75,000!

Beverley Schurr is a member of the New
South Wales Council for Civil Liberties
and a lawyer with the New South Wales,
Public Defenders Chambera
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The PSA enquiry into musical
recording prices

Professor Alan Fels and Dr Jill Walker of the
Price Surveillance Authority defend its findings

T
he Prices Surveillance Authority’s
1990 inquiry into the Prices
of Sound Recordings was
initiated following complaints

regarding the high prices of records in
Australia compared with overseas.

The terms of reference were wide,
including consideration of competition,
efficiency, new technology, pmfitability,
employment, the development of
Australian music, copyright and piracy.

Why prices are high

A
Rer examining a large volume
of price information provided
by the industry and covering
many countries, the Authority

concluded that the price of records in
Australia was too high and that they had
been maintained at consistently and
significantly higher levels than in most
overseas countries for at least a decade
Examples of the discrepancies observed
were CD prices 42 per cent higher than
in the USA, cassette prices 64 per cent
higher than in Canada and LP prices 21
per cent higher than in the UK. The
extent of the discrepancies are much
greater once figures are adjusted for
differences in the sales tax component.

The Authority concluded that the source
of the high prices lay in a combination of
the importation provisions attached to the

Copyright Act 1968, relatively price
inelastic demand compared to other
countries and an absence of price
competition between record companies.
The importation provisions provide
copyright holders, effectively record
companies, with the exclusive right to
import records into Australia, preventing
competition from ’parallel importers’
reducing prices to internationally
competitive levels.

Costs of manufacturing and distribution
in Australia are not excersiv~ Record
companies choose to manufacture here
because it is competitive, both in terms of
cost and timelinesa

The Authority recommended the repeal
of the importation previsions of the
Copyright Act, sections 37, 38, 102 and
103, as they relate to parallel imports
from countries which enforce adequate
copyright protection over record
reproduction. The Authority does not
consider the provisions to be a part of
copyright protection, but rather an
attachment to the Copyright Act which
has nothing to do with correcting the
market failures addressed by copyright
protection.

Copyright protection is designed to
prevent free-riding on intellectual
property, thereby increasing the returns
to copyright ownem and increasing
investment in intellectual property. If

people can copy records, perform songs
and so on without remuneration being
paid to the owner of the asset which they
are utilising, there may be insufficient
investment in those assets relative to the
true level of demand. Import protection
against pirate records is a necessary
adjunct to this protection, since fr~
importation of pirate records would
undermine the mpreduction right. No
such argument, however, applies to
protection against parallel importation.
Them is no market failure in the
distribution of records, it is simply a
restriction on free trade and competition.
It does not even protect domestic
manufacturing, it simply gives exclusive
rights over importation. Opening the
market to competition will fome local
record companies to reduce their prices or
lose market share to parallel importers.

Piracy

p
iracy will not get any worse
as a consequence of opening the
market. There are currently no
provisions to stop pirate

imports parsing through customs and
them is no mason to believe piracy would
be more prevalent once the market was
open to parallel imports. ’,

The Authority did agree that piracy is
a problem facing the industry now and in
the past. It therefore recommended a
number of measures to help combat
piracy: to allow _customs intervention, to
increase the chances of conviction and to
increase fines for convicted pirates

It was claimed that the high returns
from overseas artists provided the funds
to invest in unprofitable and/or high risk
Australian artists. The Authority did not
accept these claims. It is true that many
recordings will not cover their costs from
domestic market returns. The aim is to
recover costs from international sales, if
not on the fn~st record then later as the
artist’s career build~ Since international
sales are the key to profitability, domestic
prices will have little effect on returns.

Record companies will continue to
invest in Australian artists because
consumers want to buy their records, not
only consumers in Australia, but
censumers around the world. The ouly
question is whether Aush-alian consmners
should have to pay more to buy a Peter
Garrett record than consumers overseas.
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The Inquiry also found that art~ts were
at a disadvantage when dealing with
record componie~ Most Ausiwalian artists
do not actually earn any royalties from
their recording~ The cost of the recording
is recouped by the record company from
tho~e royalty earnings. Unlike composers
and the ’maker’ of the recording
(generally the record company), artists 
not own a copyright in their performance
which has been recorded.

The Authority took the view that the
logic for granting performers a copyright
was as compelling as the prov~ion of
copyright to authors and composers and
urged the Government to reconsider the
case for such a copyright. It would give
artists an important bargaining tool
and/or stst~atory rights of remuneration in
relation to the use of the recording; for
example, a share of the blank tape levy.

Most Australian artists do not currently
earn a living fi’om their work. They would
benefit from lower pricos, increasing
record sales, an interest in live music and
from the pmteetian of their performers’
copyright.

Some high pmfiAe artists fear that an
open market will undermine that income
by letting in overseas ve~ions of their
records on which royalties may not yet be
recouped and/or allowing deletions fi’om
failed overseas releases to enter Australia.
While recogaising these fears, the
Authority believes only a minority of
successful artists are affected, that the
fears am exaggerated and that contractusl
changes could overcome the problems. As
long as local record companies reduce
their prices to meet the competition
provided by parallel importers, the first
problem will not arise. Deletions only
occur where a record has failed and in
most cases a failure overseas will also be
a failttre in Australia. However, in some
cases local artists may be a success here
but fail overseaa A number of conti-actual
proposals have been suggested which
would protect artists from the impact of
deletions; buy-back clauses or up-front
royalty payments would both be feasible
to negotiate with overseas record
companies

want to spend on average $100,000.00
recording an unknown band with two
supporting videos totalling at least
$50,000.00, if the risk ratio is further
increased by having to compete with
imports in the territory for which that
company has promoted and marketed the
recording? Either investment in local
bands will drop off, with adverse long
term cultural effects, or only those bands
that fit into an extremely tight set of "lop
40’ requirements, will have money
invested in them. Australia’s niche in the
world music market lies with its ability
to foster a peculiarly Australian sound
that is recognised by record executives all
over the world. The independent company
Powderworks, which invested in Midnight
Off as an urknown band, might not today
commit the same funds if they knew that
the law would fail to respect their
intellectual property rights -- especially
when it took that band until its sixth
album to break even. Such a Scenario
would mean that we could lose that
specialised niche in the tong term, and
with it, a cultural tradition.

Carlos Suarez, of Regular Records, discusses the Austrelian
independent record companies’ view of the PSA report

he pSA’s recommendation to
allow parallel importing is
premised on the assumption
that control over distribution

conflicts with the operation of a
competitive market by cut’ring out import
competition. The effects of such proposals
would be deleterious for independents,
who by their very nature specialise in
developing local artists.

Competition v incentive

he PSA stated that ~ctions 102
103 have ed~vrse competitive

effects "with no obvious
benefits". Given Professor Fels’

recent chairmanship of the Trade
Practices Commission, it is indeed
surprising that he omitted to bring to the
media’s attention a recent TPC
Background Paper which states that "the
grant of exclusive rights under the various
intellectual prspeW] regimes generally
has only a limited effect on competition"
and that "whilst some conflict arises in
the short term because competitive con-
duct is restricted by the e.xclnsive rights
granted, the objective of granting the
excins~ve rights is to foster innovation and
therefore competition in the longer term:’
Further, and perhaps more importantly,
Professor b’hls has pushed for parallel
importing without a balanced analysis of

the competing interests of copyright law
and competition policy which informs this
debate. While copyright grants exclusive
rights to its owners, which is prkna facie
anti-competitive, it also has its economic
rationale to protect and encourage the
investment of capital. Clearly, the task is
to balance the scope of the copyright
protection as against competition policy so
as to provide max£mum benefits to the
community. Not only has Professor Fels
examined the competition side of the
equation from the limited perspective of
prices, he totally ignored the other side of
the equation, namely the benefits to the
industry and the community that flow
from the present arrangements ander the
Copyright An:

The level of copyright protection, as
presently embodied in the Act, is in
prspertion to the risk taken by the
investor. Because of the very high risks
involved in picking commercial ’winners’,
exclusivity of rights is neamsary to reflect
the commercial risks taken -- conside
that only about one out of every seven
albums will ever return a profit.
Exclusivity is the economic rationale upon
which independents will invest in raw and
untried talent, Any attempts to fiddle
with the Act will inevitably increase the
risk ratios and thereby decrease the
cordidenee to invest.

Why would an independent company

Deletions

W
hile Professor Fels has
dismissed the incidence of
cut-outs and deletions
coming into the country, it

is a fact that 95 per sent of Aasia~an acts
are unsuccessful overssa~ When an artist
is popular in Australia, yet the album fails
in the USA, the excess production of stock
is ’deleted’ and sold to discount
wholesalers in the USA. These
wholesalers are then able to sell the
product back into Australia. However,
Australian artists and their record
companies do not receive any royalties on
the sale of such deleted albums. The
benefits go to the US wholesaler and the
Australian importer.

The PSA believes that protection
against piracy is totally distinct from
pretsction against parallel impert~ This
is nonsense as it is impossible to detert
at the dockyards whether a shipment of
CDs contains pirated or non-pirated copies
-- they beth look the sara¢ By the PSA’s
own admission, "the chances of border
detection of pirate records is zero, since
section 135 (of the Copyright Act) only
applies to printed copies of werl~"

The PSA’s option to retain the
importation right over iraperts from non-
Berne convention countries with sub-
standard copyright protection, ignores the
reality that some signator:¢ counh-ies such
as Thailand and The Philippines, while
having normal copyright protection, are
major pi~ate markst~
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The proposed decrease in copyright
protection would place Australian
independents at a disadvantage to most
of our trading partners who all have
prohibitions against parallel importa Why
destroy a healthy expor~ producing industry
($90 million per year) that has succeeded
without government assistance?

The PSA’s position would also be at odds
with the GATI~’s Uruguay Round negoti-
ations which has sought to bolster
intellectual property right~ Pmfesser Feis
has stated in the media that importation
provisions are essentially non tariff
barriers to trade which run counter to the
spirit of the GATe. Import prov~ians are
however a normal part of intellectual
property rights used by the most of our
trading partners. While such rights give
rise to a ’monopoly’ due to their legal
nature, they are not a form of import
protection per se Professor Fels

Phil Dwyer reviews the PSA recommendations
~rom the Musicians Union perspective

T
he Prices Surveillance Authority
inquiry into the price of records
is principally concerned about
pricea However, the scope of the

inquiry was broad and the real contention
involved the parallel import provisions of
the Copyright Act. These provisions
restrict the hnportation Lute Australia of
legally sourced records without the
approval of the copyright owners.

Throughout the inquh’y the ’industry’
seemed to speak with one voice The major
and independent Australian companies
were represented by The Australian
Record Industry A~seciation (ARIA). The
collecting societies including The
Australian Performing Rights Association
(APRA), The Australian Mechanical
Copyright Owners’ Society (AMCOS) and
The Phonographic Performance Company
of Australia (PPCA) supported the ARIA
position. The ’industry bodies’ such as
AUSMUSIC and, surprisingly, Export
Music Australia all supported the ARIA
position. That position was that, if the
parallel import provisions wore removed,
the industry would collapse

The opposing v~ew was put by consumer
orgahisations. They argued that the
provisions were. used to insulate the
Australian market from competition and
to sustain artificial prices of records.

The ACTU became involved in the
inquh’y and made a joint submission with
the Musicians Union and/h:tors Equity.
That submissioh recegnised an obligation
to consumers and, at the same time,
detailed a package for the reform of the

industry to redress the imbalance between
the record companies, publishers/
composers on the one hand and artists
and performers on the other. The principal
recommendation was that a performer’s
copyright should be created.

ARIA argued that if the provisions were
removed Australia would be flooded by
pirate tapes and CDs. However, the
provisions relate to legally sourced
product and have no relevance to illegally
sourced pirate records. Submissions wore
made by the ACTU to strengthen the
piracy previsions by increasing penalties
and by placing the onus on the retailer
to establish that the product sold was
legally sourced. These submissions were
not supported by ARIA.

Finally, there was an a~C~empt to draw
artists into the debate by the suggestion
that there would be insufficient capital
left in the industry to fund the recording
of local artists if the previsions wore
removed. The ACTU argued that
investment in the industry was
commercial and not charitable in natur~
Record cempanias take risks when they
invest money. This is done for commercial
reason~ Likewise artists take risks when
they contract their exclusive services to
record companiea There is not, and never
has been, any concept of subsidy in the
contemporary music industry. For every
$50.00 spent by the Australian consumer,
10 cents finds its way to an Australian
artist. This is hardiy an effective method
of subsidy.

Artists’ income

here was a suggestion that
artists, given that their
contractual entitlements are
ofr~en calculated as a percentage

of the recommended retail sales price of
records, would suffer a decrease in income
if the retail price was reduced. This
argument ignored that fact that if the
price of records is reduced, then the
volume of sales may well increas~
Further, only about 5 per cent of artists
are contracted and of that 5 per cent only
one in ten is ’recouped’. It is customary
to recoup all recording and video
production costs against the artist’s
entitlement to royalties. Very few artists
sell enough records to recoup.

Throughout 1991 there has been an
attempt by those opposing the PSA’s
recommendations to win the support of

artist is successful hi Aus~dia but fails
overseas, then the copyright owners will
take steps to facilitate the dtunping of
that product into Australia. It may be
solved by giving Australian performers
the right to veto the importation of their
works into Australia.

The argument that is now being put by
ARIA is that they require existing profit
margins to enable them to continue to
invest in the local industry. I£ those
margins are not maintained they will
withdraw and treat Aas’~ralia simply as
a market for product. This is precisely the
situation that existed in Australia fi-~n
to twenty years agu Even today 75 per
cent of product sold is foreign. However,
Australia has developed as a significant
source of product. Men At Work are said
to have generated in excess of $100
million from a total investment of less
than $100,000. Local content rules
guarantee airplay for local product. If the
major record companS, es do not invest in
local product then their Imrent companies
and/or someone else will

This inquiry was not about copyright.
It was about money. It was about the
redistribution of income from record
companies to consumers, artists and
performers. Unless and until ARIA
addresses the price issue in a structural
way their position both publicly and
privately will continue to be untenable
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The role of Government in
broadcasting regulation

Anne Davies agrues that the Govemment’s plans to emasculate its broadcasting

regulatory body may rebound on it

OVeraments enter shark
infested watem when they

to directly regulate
media. Under the new

Broadcasting Services Bill, the Federal
Government plans to resume substantial
powers etu’rently in the hands of the
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal. It is a
development which shonld raise the
deepest conceras within our commanity.

Government’s role

he role of the government in the
rehadation of media is funda-
mental to the proper working
of democracy. Frank Devine,

columnist oa and former editor of, The
Australian, m~’ued fomefully at a recent
seminar on tbc print media inquiry that
Governments should eschew any
regulation of the media beyond trade
practices regulation, if a healthy
democracy was to be preserved.

In broadcasting there is a competing
interest. The ,~cisl and cultural influence
of the mass media, combined with the fact
that access tx* the market is limited by the
availability of spectrum, has necessitated
mgnlatory intervention in the public

The questioa then becomes: how to
structure that delicate relationship
between govecnment and the media?

In other democracies, notably in the US,
the answer has been to create a reg~flater
which is fiercely independent of
government -- to create a quasi-judicial
body. The regXflator is itself protected ~om
undue inflaence by ensuring that its
processes are ta~msparent, and publia The
reason is simple In this electronic age,
politicians’ very survival hinges on
relations with media pmprieters, while at
the same tin,e, returns on investment and
future market opportunities are often
within the gift for govermnents. The
potential for deals is undeniable Of
course, go~xnraents must ultimately
retain responsibility for the direction of
policy, but d~- to day regulatory issues are
better handled by an independent body.

Proposed changes

or all its warts, the Tribunal
serves t~s role Now the Govern-
ment is preposing to significantly
claw back power over broad-

casting. The major changes include:
¯ Standards -- the new regulator, the

Australian Broadcasting Authority, will
be fomed by the legislation to trial self
regulation for a period. Ifselfmgnlation
falls, then the regulator may
recommend a mandatory standard to
the minister, who will decide whether
it is warranted.

¯ Review of standards -- the Minister
will have the power to direct the
Authority on reviews of standards.

¯ Licens’mg -- the Minister will grant the
new pay TV licence, based on a tender
process, instead of the current system
where the Tribunal awards licences.

¯ New services -- narrewcast services
will be subject to class licences only.
The Minister will have the power to
direct the Authority on the appropriate
level of regulation required, and
following a recommendation from the
Authority, will set terms, conditions
and standards.

¯ Funding -- as is currently the case, the
minister will retain control over the
funding of the Authority. However, as
many of its functions will become
discretionary, such as licence
transactions, the Minister will
effectively exem’me control over the level
of scrutiny of the industry.

The AUSTEL model

N
o doubt the government will
point to AUSTEL as a work-
able model for the new
broadcasting regulator. This

overlooks the very different tasks involved
in regulating telecommunications and
broadcasting. AUSTEL is essentially an
industry umpire and adviser body to the
Minister, whose prime role is to make
sure that everyone, and Telecom in
particular, plays fairly. While AUSTEL
arguably has a public interest role it has
done little to fulfil it. Its consumer

protection functions remain embryoni¢
More fundamentally, AUSTEL has no
flfi’eet responsibility for gran~ng major
licences or any role in content regulation
both of winch are central to the regulation
of broadcasting.

These differences appear to have been
overlooked in the rush to come up with
some structure which is ’less legalistic’.
Public process has become confused with
the legit’unate goal of keeping a process
free of tmnecessary legalism,

An independent regulator does not
prevent the pressure being applied by
powerful interests within the media
asking Government to change legislation
which affects them. Mr Skase’s very
public attempts to extend the 60 per cent
audience roach rule to 75 per cent are an
example of that. However, the
parliamentary process does provide some
check and balance on media ovmer~

However, it is an entirely differont
matter to allow ministers to deal
administratively with broadcasting
matters. Whether real or imagined, such
processes will inevitably expose the
minister to charges that he or she has
done a deal with the media proprietors.
Apart from the political damage this can
cause, it goes to the very heart of our faith
in the political system.

There are also risks in having the
rognlator’s decision subject to approval or
veto by the parliament or the Cabinet. If
the regulator is reduced to an advisory
role only, the insulation of independence
is lost and the value of having an
independent regulator rendered
redundant. It simply means that those
concerned with the outcome of any
decision will focus their lobbying activities
in Canberra where the real power reside~

ff the Government wants to get a ~
for what this will mean in breadcasting,
it need look no further than its experience
with the Fairfax sal~ The question they
must ask is, do they want to go through
the next decade besieged by slick talking
lobbyists while the cries of ’deals for
mates’ ring in their ears?

Anne Davies is the Director of the
Communications Law Centre
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Defamation law reform
Peter Collins, NSW Attorney-General, summarises the planned reforms to defamation law

L
Lke all areas of the law that
entail some restriction of
freedom, the law of defamation
is the result of a balance of

competing interests. On the one hand is
the public interest in freedom of speech
and access to full information. Against
that right must be balanced the right of

the indi~dual to reputation and privacy.
Society s values are the result of

dynamic processes. The accepted point of
that balance must be adjusted from time
to time to reflect any shitts.

Essential to the measurement of such
shifts is the review process. My
predecessor John Dowd and the
Queensland and Victorian Attorney~
General initiated an examination of the
adequacy of the defamation lav~

The resultant discussion papers
generated a great deal of debate amongst
interested pm~ies and led to some changes
which are reflected in the pmposals that
I have taken to Cabinet.

I will now briefly summarise what the
changes will achieve, apart from the
obvious one of cost saving brought about
by uniformity, and the most significant
relates to the defences available

l~uth and qualified privilege

F
imt has been a consideration of
the defence of truth. This has
focussed upon whether any
requirement of public interest or

benefit needs to be established. It has
been decided that justification will be
shown where a defendant shows a
publication to have been true

However, that will not be sufficient
where publication relates to private
matters such as a person’s health, home
life, private behaviour or personal or
family relationships. In those cases, proof
that the matter relates to a question of
public interest must be shc~cn unless the
person complaining of the imputation has
made the matter public

Queensland and Victoria will also adopt
the existing New South Wales’ defence of
contextual truth.

It is in this area that perhaps the
greatest progress towards uniformity has
been achieved. It is now recognised by all
jurisdictions, that there needs to be
statutory previsions to ensure that in
cer*~n ch’ctur~zee, sedety’s interest in
open communications will outweigh the
value placed on the protection of the

Peter Collins

individual’s reputation. It is agreed that
the defence should be available where
information is responsibly, carefully and
fairly obtained and reported and not
motivated by ill will or other improper
motives. However, the following provisos
will operata

In order to establish that a publication
is made in ’good faith’ a willingness to
allow a right of reply should be evident.

For publishers to establish that
reasonable inquiries were made, they
must show that the person complaining
of the imputation had the matter put to
them prior to publication (unless it was
inappropriate to do so), thus giving them
a chance to confn’m or deny it.

Where, notwithstanding the fact that
the defence is established, the imputation
is shown to be false, the court will have
a discretion to order a right of reply.

Malice will defeat the defence, the onus
being upon the plaintiff to prove it. The
bill will reflect the need for the publisher’s
conduct, as well as the extent and manner
of the publication, to have been
reasonable in order to obtain the benefit
of the defence

A special short limitation period will
apply. A defamation action must be
brought within six months of the date on
which a plaintiff learned of publication,
with an absolute lhnitation of three years
from publication. A related development
is the recognition that a proceeding which
has been commenced but then laid
dormant for a peried exceeding 12 months
should not proceed.

Remedies

M
onetary damages in addition
to compensation for eco-
nomic loss are the most
appropriate means of

compensating for harm and showing a
plaintiffs complaint te be vindicated. No
statutory limitation or cap will apply to the
amounts awarded for non-economic loss.

Nevertheless, the unprecedented
damages awards in New South Wales have
been questioned as failing to correcfly reflect
the a~m of compensating a person for inju~
to their reputation. Judges ave considered to
be better placed than juries to assess where
a i:~a’~icalar case falls in the spectrum of civil
damagea M~tigating factors, such as the
appmpriateness of any action takeu, or
any refusal to publish a correction or
apology are also better assessed by judges.
A judge would be able to have regard to any
opinion of a jury on the question of whether
damages should be nomhnal or actual.

The issue of court recommended
correction statements is a related one It
is proposed that early action by a
defendant to publish a retraction or
apology or other corrective material in
terms and a fo~a proscribed by a court,
and to thereby restore a plainti~s
reputation in some measure, should be
reflected in any ultimate award of
damages. This step may also lead to an
early assessment of the relative merits of
the case and settlement may well result.

While acknowledging that criminal
defamation proceedings am extremely rare,
it has been recogalsed that the necessity for
a criminal sanction exists where g~ossly
unwarranted defamatory attacks occur.

Prosecutions will only be warranted
when community interests need to be pro-
tected as in the case where the statement
threatens to create a breach of the peace
Prosecutorial discretion will be exercised
by the director of public prosecutions.

As a former journalist, I am especially
keen to see greater rationality intreduced
in defamation law within and between the
different Australian States but I believe
that a system of court recommended
correction will allow for an efficient
system of restoring reputation, without
lengthy and expensive court battles. The
defence of truth alone, with a public
interest test for private matters, is a good
compromise wbhch balances the pubIids
right to know with an individual’s right
to privacy.
This is the edited text of an address to
CAMPLA on 1 August 1991.
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MCA’s advertising codes
Angela McAdam reports on the TPC’s inquiry into the administration of the Media Council of

Australia’s ad codes which found the system in need of some fine tuning only

xcept for some minor difficultiea,
the Media Council of Australia’s
(MCA) advertising codes are
generally operating in the

mamaer envisaged by the Trade Practices
Tribunal when it authorised them. These
are the findings of the Trade Practices
Commission in its first report monitoring
operation of the codes.

The MCA advertising codes include the
Advertising Code of Ethica (imposing
general standards for all advertising) and
the Cigarette, Alcoholic Beverages,
Therapeutic Goods and Slimming Code~
These codes came into effect on 1 June
1989.

How the codes work

ach of the four advertising
codes stipulates the principles
by which all advertisements for

given products must
conform. For example, the Alcoholic
Beverages Code states that
advertisements for alcohol should not
have a strong or evident appeal to
children. Nor should they suggest that
alcohol consumption is a necessary aid to
relaxation.

Virtually all commercial media,
through their membersh/p in the MCA,
have agreed to abide by the codes. In
addition, advertising agencies and
advertisers abide by them.

The advertising codes sot out pre-
clearance procedures, compIaint-handling
mechanisms and penalties for breaches.
Code councils are also established. Their
role i~ to review the operation of the codes
in light of changing legal requirements
and community standards and attitudes.
They are composed of industry, media and
public representativea

Procedures under the specific product
codes require that all television ads be
cleared by the Commercial Acceptance
Division of the Federation of Australian
Commercial Television Station~ Radio ads
must be cleared by the Federation of
Australian Radio Broadcasters, while
print ads are cleared by the Australian
Publishers’ Bureau. Outdoor and cinema
ads are cleared by the relevant industry
associations which cover those media.

The public can take compla/nts about
offensive ads for the given products to the
Advertising Standards Council (ASC), 
body established by the MCA, advert’mers

and advertising agencies. It investigates
and ad’2adicatss on them, and if it finds
an advertisement has breached a code,
can call for the ad to be withdrawn from
publication immediately by the relevant
media proprietor.

Penalties, ranging from reprimands to
monetary penalties or suspension or
cancellation of accreditation of adver~stng
agencies, can be imposed if advertising
material is found to be in beach of any of
the codes.

How the codes evolved

T
he MCA codes call for some
practices which have significant
anti-competitive effecta In some
cases they operate in front of the

legal system in dealing with matters
which may breach the law.

Because of their anti-competitive
nature, the MCA sought authorisation
from the Trade Practices Commission.
Through its authorisation precess, the
Commission can grant immunity from
prosecution to some agreement for
arrangements which would other~se be
unlawful under the Trade Practices Act.
It grants authorisatian only if the party
seeking it can demonstrate that the pubhc
benefits which are likely to arise From the
agreements or arrangement will outweigh
any anti-competitive effects.

In January 1986, the Commission
granted authorisation to the MCA and its
affiliated organisations to adopt their
proposed axles as standards governing
advertising This Commission decision
was subsequently ehallanged before the
Trade Practices Tribunal by the
Australian Consumers’ Association.

The Tribunal finally confmned the
authorisation of the codes in December
1988, but not before the MCA had
modified them to be sensitive to and
reflective of community standards and
values.

The Tribunal stipulated that the codes
were "living cedes" and that the MCA
had the ability to change them so they
would "respond flexibly to the changing
needs of Australian society and to
deficiencies ... revealed in practice".

One proviso sot by the Tribunal in
handing down its decision was that the
Commission should monitor the codes’
operation and be "viligant" in doing so.

The Commission set down three
objecfflves in monitoring the codea It said
it would consider whether the:
¯ cedes had boon changed in line with

changing community standards;
¯ pre-clearance and complaint handling

systems were operating as the Tribunal
envisaged; and

¯ system was operating in a way that
allowed the benefits anticipated by the
Tribunal to be achieved.
As part of its monitoring process it

invited comments from a wide range of
individuals and organisation~ A total of
67 parties were consulted or made
submissions. They included State and
Territory health and consumer affairs
depertmen~ publishers and broadcasters,
advertising bodies, anti-smoking lobbies
and women’s organisations. All
submissions, except those for which
confidentiality was sought, have been
made publicly available through the
Commission’s offices.

The Commission concluded that, except
for shortcomings in three areas, the MCA
system appeared to be operating as
envisioned by the Tribunal.

It found that the issues of alcohol and
cigarette advertising were the most
controvemial. Deep divisions of opinion
exist in these areas and, as the Tribunal
anticipated, it is impossible to
accommodate all or even most viewpoints
within a velantary framework.

Cigarette and alcohol ads

p
ublic representatives of the
Cigarette Advertising Code
Council complained that they
were constantly outvoted by

industry representatives, who dominated
the composition of the Council. The
Commission found some validity in these
claims but concluded that, at the very
least, genuine public input was being
mad~ even it the public representatives
hadn’t been able to have as much impact
as they would have liked.

Despite these problems, several
signfficant changes have been made to the
Cigarette Advertising Code Cigarette ads
are no longer allowed to portray people
In addition, outdoor ads can no longer be
displayed within 200 metres of a school
boundary, and tobacco ads cannot be
placed in magazines if 30 per cent of the
readers are under the age of 18.
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These changes have been stimulated by
various agreements seached between the
tobacco industry and several State govern-
menta The code has also been amended
to reflect Commonwealth legislation
which banned print advertising of
cigarettes from 28 December 1990.

One serious shortcoming the
Commission found was that the tobacco
industry may not have complied with the
code to ensure that the mandatory health
warnings appearing in cigarette
advertisements wese setated segularly.

These are claims and counteselalms
about the validity of the study. Despite the
criticisms, the Commission felt that it
raised serious questions about whether
sequirements of the Cigarette Advertising
Code wese being met. The Commission
indicated that the MCA should have
conducted "its own survey to check the
level of complianca

The Commission found cont~icting views
on the operation of the Alcoholic
Beverages Advertising Code

On the one hand, the Code Council felt
that it was functioning fairly effectively,
judging by the low number of complaints
it received. Several amendments had been
made to the code, mainly to clarify its
meanin~ For example, one provision
psehibited the appearanse of adults under
the age of 25 years in alcohol ads. That
was amended to allow younger people to
be shown, but only if they appeared in
situations whese they would naturally be,
such as family barbecues or licensed
family sestaurants.

Other issues had been considered by the
Cede Council, included the definition of
low alcohol beers, advertising in
publications which are not members of
the MCA, and one-off pmmotions.

Appointment of members

A
number of concerns were
raised with the Commission
about the appointment of
membese to code Councils,

particularly public members. These
included complaints about the number of
nominees Ministers wese sequlred to put
forward to fill public member vacancies.
In addition, these wese questions about
the overly strict interpretation of the rule
stating that public members wese not to
be ’sepresentatives’ of any organisafflon or
government agency.

The Commission recommended that the
MCA rules governing appointments be
streamlined and that serious
consideration be g~ven to adopting the
same procedures as were used for
selecting industry nominees and those
from the Department of Health
selevant Ministers would nominate one

public member only for each vacancy).
It also recommended that considesetion

be given to paying the expenses of public
sepsesentatives to attend Cede Council
meetir~s whese such sepresentatives bear
the costs personally.

Some public members of Code Councils
expsessed concern that they did not have
adequate ~cees to research facilities,
particularly compared with what industry
sepsesentatives had. Th~ Commission
recommended that the MCA and ASC
survey public members about sesearch
facilities and if they found them
inadequate, develop a program to offer
additional fa "cflities whese practical.

’concerns were
raised ... about the

appointment of
members to

code Councils"
The Commission received strong

representatives from women’s
organisations about the portrayal of
women in advertising and the adequacy
of the existing codes to deal with the issue
Complaints about steseotyping and the
portrayal of women on a sexist or
desegatery fashion sepresented about 8 to
11 per cent of all complaints received by
the ASC.

The Commission recommended that the
Advertising Cede of Ethics Committee
continued to consult with organisations
interested in women’s issues and that it
seview the adequacy of the clauses of the
Cede of Ethics which deal with the
portrayal of women in advertising.

Assessment of the ASC

V
arious parties raised concerns
with the Commission about the
Advertising Standards Council
which adjudicates on com-

plaints conserning alleged bseaches of the
codes. These wese questions about the
ASC’s membemhip, its decisions in certain
cases and delays in making them, its
independence and its jurisdiction.

The Commission said, "while not
everyone will agree with the decisions of
the ASC and with its interpsetation of the
codes, the Commission can see no season
to question the integrity of its members
or the conduct of its proceedings".

It, however, made a number of
suggestions on possible improvements to
the ASC’s opesetion~

It found that membership of the ASC
was not as widely sepsesented as it could
have been, in particular, the avesege age

of public members was over ~ and most
came from a background in pubhc affalr~
It recommended that, in malting future
appointments to the ASC, the Chairman
attempt to appoint members with a wide
diverdlty of background~

Finding a widespread lack of public
awareness of the ASC and its mle, the
Commission recommended that the
Council, together with the MCA and their
affiliated bodies, should continue their
campaign to lil~ public awareness.

In what it considered to be a serious
shortcoming, the Commissibn found that
the ASC was very late in publishing its
1989 annual sepert and case seperts for
the latter half of 1989. As segular
seperting is central to the MCA system’s
credibility, the Commission re~mmended
the ASC publish its annual rsport within
four months of the end of the year.

The Commission also noted that from
July 1991 the ASC would publish the
date on which it received and determined
each complaint. This will enable an
objective assessment of the time taken for
ASC adjud/cation.

Penalties

T
he Commission was concerned
about the lack of public seperting
of penalties imposed by the
Anstratian Media A~reditation

Authority (AMAA), the body which has
the power to impose penalties on agencies
which have bseached the Advertising
codes.

The Commission recommended that
where complaints have been upheld by
the ASC, the complainant should be
advised of the penalty imposed and the
reasons for the AMAA’s decisions.
Penalties and seasons should also be
published by the AMAA or in seperts of
the ASC.

The Commission believes that
implementation of its recommendations
will enhance the ability of the MCA
system to deliver public benefits. It
indicated it will conduct another public
assessment of the MCA system next year.

Angela McAdam works in the Information

Services Branch of the Trade Practices
Comrni~sion
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Fine Tuning Film Classification
John Dlckle suggests a new PG-13 classification would reduce classification anomolles

T
he most difficult decisions to
make when classifying films
and videos are not what should
be done with the nasties, but

the classification ~f ~Ams in the middle
ranges,

There are at present four categories
which the Office of Film and Literature
Classification (OFLC) uses when making
classification decision~

G General (suitable for all ages)
-- children may view material
without supervision, as no
distress or harm is likely to be

PG Parental Guidance (parental
guidance recommended for
persons under 15) -- may
contain adult themes or concepts
which, when viewed by those
under 15 years, require the
guidance of a parent or guardian.

M Mature (recommended for
mature audiences 15 years
and over) -- likely to disturb,
harm or qffend those under the
age of 15 year~ While most adult
theme~ may be dealt with, the
degree of explicitness and
intensity of treatment will
determine what can be
accommodated in this
classification.

R Restricted (restricted to adults
18 years and over) -- likely to
be harmful to those under 18
years and possibly offensive to
some adult&

There is a further category of ’X’ for
videce which contains sexually explicit
material between consenting adults with
no violence or coercion. These videos are
only available legally in the Australian
Capital and Northern Territories.

Consumer advice

i Ince May 1989, each classified
film and video has carried with
it consumer advica This con-

advice identifies the
strongest elements of the film, for
instance violence, language, sex, drug
abuse or other anti-secial elements.

Research has indicated that there was
a widespread desire among parents in the
community for as much specific
in£ormation, not only about the strongest
elements in films, but also an indication
of the intensity of that element. Aider

John Dlckie

Bo~ fine-tuned the ee~sm~er advice te
give a more accurate indication of the
intensity of the elements in the film. We
now use terms such a medium level
violence and low level coarse language

Many of the difficulties affecting
classification on the ’PG’ and ’M’ border
arise from films which have been given
a ’PG~13’ classification in the United
States. This means that while they are
still films where it is considered there
should be parental input, it gives a
specific pointer to 13 year olds and above
for whom the material is considered
suitabla

In the last couple of years there have
been several blockbusters, clearly made
with the youth market in mind, which
have caused considerable classification
difficulties for the OFLC.

In Austraha, the OI~LC has corffkCtently
taken the view that unless there are
exceptional circumstances of context,
’luck’ language will not be permitted in
the ’PG’ category. While this may seem
rather arbitrary, research indicates that
there are large groups in the community
which take grave exception to use of the
magic word, even in isolation. However,
this is no different to the classification
system in the Unites States where use of
similar language takes a film out of the
’PG’ category and into the ’PG-13’
category.

Thus on the language question alone,
this creates stress on the Australian ’PG’
category because in many instances the
rest of the film could be quite suitable for
audiences under 15 with parental input.

More important than language is the
level of violenc~ For instance, the Film
Censorship Board debated at great length
about the appropriate category for
Batman~ While the Board considered it
was not suitable for the younger children,
it felt that children from perhaps the age
of 12 onwards would be able to view it as
an action movie and cope with the
concepts they wore able to discern when
watching it. The Board felt it was not
appropriate to exclude this group by

On the other side of the ’PGfM’ border,
many people felt puzzled about the ’M’
rating given to the spectacularly popular
Crocodile Dundee It contains severn1 uses
of the magic word, some snorting of
cocaine -- even in a comic context -- and
the transvestite scene in the New York
bar. While many people said they were
puzzled by the WI’ decision, there were not
many who opposed it.

Alternatives

he PG-13 category seems to
been successful in the

United States in pointing
viewers towards the apprepriato

age group. In the United Kingdom, the
British Board of Film Classification has
just classified its 100th film in the newly
created ’PG12’ category. The roof hasn’t
fallen in there or in the US and I suspect
parents of early teenage children receive
some additional guidance on the kinds of
films more suitable for their early teenage
children. I will consult fully with all parts
of the industry and with consumers before
thinking of recommending any changes to
the four classification system we haw

The reasons why I think we should
move slowly in this area is because we
should give the community and concerned
parents a chance to take advantage of the
consumer advice

The present system should not be
regarded as immutable but we should try
to preserve its simplicity and make it
work by providing more information. If,
alter a fair trial period, it is not as
effective as it might be, we should not be
averse to some fine-tuning.

John Dickey is the Chief Censor with the
Office of Film & Literature Classificatior~
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The print media inquiry
Michael Lee, MP, discusses the terms of reference of the inquiry, Its timing,

predecessors and issues considered in its first hearings

n 22 August 1991 the House of
Representatives carried a
resolution establishing a
Select Committee to invest-

igate the Australian print media.
The Committee’s terms of reference are

to report on:
(a) structural factors in the print media

industry inhibiting competition
between publications, including
ownership, production (including
paper supply) and distribution
arrangements;

(b) the print media’s distribution and
information gathering arrangements;

(c) the extent to which the ownership 
control of various sectors of the print
media industry provide a barrier to
entry by competitive alternatives;

(d) the adequacy of current
Commonwealth legislation and
practice to foster competition and
diversity of ownership in the print
media; and

(e) the practicability of editorial
independence between pmprietors
and journalists.

Timing

T
he committee is required to
invite public submissions,
conduct public hearings and
report back to Parliament before

19 December.
Some observers have already expressed

doubts that our committee can conduct a
thorough investigation of the many
important issues that fall within our
terms of reference in the time available.

As the Chairman of the Print Media
Committee, I am the first to concede that
we will have a difficult task in meeting
the deadline set by the Parliament. If the
committee believes more time is needed
to complete the task, I am confident that
an extension would be granted. However,
any delay in tabling this report may result
in the government being unable to
implement any proposed legislative
reforms before the middle of 1992.

A few commentators have expressed a
preference for a royal commission into the
print media. Unfortunately, royal
commissions into the print media do not
have a great record of achieving success.

In Britain since the second world war,
there have been three royal commissions
on the print media, some running for
several years and costing large sums of
money. Many of their most important
recommendations were not implemented
by goverranent~

In Canada, the Kent Royal Commis~’on
recommended that limitations be placed
on newspaper ownership and tax
incentives be used to improve the quality
of newspapers and to encourage greater
use of Canadian editorial content.

When a minister in the Trudeau
Government sought to introduce a
watered-down reform package, a
campaign conducted by Canadian
newspapers resulted in the minister being
dumped. However, cross media ownership
rules were introduced.

In Victoria, the Norris Inquiry
established by the Hamer Government in
1981, recommended that a Tribunal be
established to examine transactions in
newspaper shares to prevent any further
concentration of newspaper ownership.
However, the Thompson and Cain
Government did not establish the
Tribunal.

Parliamentary reports

W
hile judicial inquiries into
the print media may have
had limited success, it is
also fair for our critics to

point out that many parliamentary
reports have been pigeon holed, after
failing to frond favour with the government
of the day.

The Print Media Inquiry report may
suffer a similar fate.

Their terms of reference are wide
ranging and I expect that we will be
making a large number of recommendation~

Ultimately of coturse, the government
and the parliament ~vill have to decide
which of our recommendations should be
accepted.

As the future of the John Fairfaux
Group is expected to be finalised before
the Print Media Report is required to
report in December, I believe the
committee can have little influence on the
bidding for this company.

report in December, I believe the
committee can have little influence on the
bidding for this company.

However, given the stxategic importance
of the John Fairfax Group to the
Australian print media, we requested
each of the Fairfax bidders to appear in
the fn~t week of public hearings.

Each bidder lodged a submission and
answered questions for than ~vo hours on
issues such as the structure of the bids,
whether parts of the group would be sold
off, whether separate nev~s bureaus would
be maintained and their views on
editorial independence

Opinions were also expressed about
government limitations on foreign
investment in newspapers and cross
media ownership rules.

Professor Fels from the Trade Practices
Commission also appeared in the first
week, arguing that the threshold for the
Merger Test should be lowered from
’dominance’ to ’a substantial lessening of
competition’ for all industries not just the
print media.

The Australian Journalists Association
called for goverament imposed limits on
the number of major metropolitan daily
newspapers which any company should be
allowed to own, with exemptions for new
publications and for those whose economic
viability woald be threatened by the limits.

Representatives of News Limited argued
that they compete with Fairfax,
magazines, radio and television for
advertising and for news itema They also
argued that newspapers within the
company competed with each other and
that editors were given freedom to ’spin
in their own orbit’.

Groups such as The Age Independence
Committee, Friends of Fairfax, the
Communications Law Centre and the
Australian Centre for Independent
Journalism answered questions on
charters of editorial independence and
what influence preprieters and newspaper
management should have on the content
of newspapers.

Each member of the coramittee will
need to determine which issues he or she
believes are the most important.

Michael Lee is a Labor MP and Chairman
of the House of Representatives Select
Committee on the Print Media
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Australian content restrictions
Sue Brooks argues that with the pressures faced by the TV Industry today

local content restrictions are still needed

I
n response to a flood of foreign

programming in the Sixties, and
to maintaLu Australias cultural
identity, the Government created

and maintained program standards
powem for the regulator. The Government
also facilitated the financing of lecal film
production through the Australian Film
Development Corporation, the Austral/an
Film Commission (AFC) and the
Australian Film Finance Corporation
(AFFC).

In the 1990% the industry is feeling the
impact of global media enterprises and
moves towards freer trade directly
through international trade negotiations
and indirectly through the creation of new
market opportunities (such as the
potential presented by pay television) and
the forging of new commercial links (such
as AFC’s role in establishing co-
production treaties).

The challenge remains today for
Australia as it was in the sixties, the need
to reinforce our sense of national identity.

The Austrellan debate

he Australian Broadcasting
s 1977 report on Self

Regulation for Broadcasters
noted that an Australian look

involves an inherent conflict between the
extremely sensitive and highly complex
issues of station profitabRity, employment
opportunities for creative Anstrahans and
the program preferences of v~ewer~

Because the livelihood of the
participants in the fill and television
sector is directly and indirectly affected by
content regulation, heated debates will
continue to occur.

In particular, confusion often arises over
whether encouragement of Australian
artists or the maintenance of oar national
identity is the primary consideration in
determining the level of Australian
programming content on television. In
other words, are we more concerned with
th~ industrial argument, that is, inputs
to programming, rather than with output
issues, such as culture or as I prier te use,
the ’national identity’ argument.

The Tribunal’s position on this issue is
clear. It has seen the issue in cultural
terms defining the pubhc interest:

"... as being that viewem should receive
an assured level of identifiably Australian
programs which recegnise the divemity

represented in the Australian community
and which are developed under Australian
creative controL’"

In its recent review of the standard, the
Tribunal’s original position was strongly
output oriente& Its pre "lmainary view was
based on the broad concept that if it looks
and sounds Australian then it is
Austrahan. At that stage the television
licensees, production and Industrial union
representatives requested greater
certainty through detailed definitions as
to the level and type of Austrahan creative
personnel were required to comply with
the standard. Greater certainty in
interpretation was achieved, while at the
same time providing licensees with
enhanced flexibility in program decision
makin~

DRAMA HOURS PRODUCED

Old std New std
1989 1990

Network 7 (ATN)
Drama 287,16 302.52
C Drama 8,00 16.30

Network 9
Drama 110.45 120.06
C Drama 8.00 13.30

Network I0 (Ten)
Drama 233.47 236.00
C Drama 9.OO 12.30

The present standard does not impose
exacting requirements, since it was based on
actual levels of programming achieved in
1988/9. In the fn~t year of the standard,
1990, despite difficult economic conditions,
all licensees met the standard with Seven
Network far exceeding the requirements.

When we compare the number of drama
hours produced under the old standard
vemus the more flexible approach enshrined
in the current standard the results are as

The rationale for regulation

I
f Australian programming is so
successful then why do we need
regulation? The networks’ investment
in Australian programming is

substantial while their budgets lack
substantial revenue gained from export
distribution which is available to the

United States production houses and
networks. In 1989/90, Nine expended
$216 million, Seven $161 million and Ten
$153 million. This represents an average
of 38 per cent of their budgets compared
with 17.3 per cent expended on foreign
pmgrammin~

Australia’s creative resources require
some cushioning against recessional times
and in particular, any negative fall-out as
a result of the necessary financial
restructuring of the industry.

While restructuring must occur, the
Tribunal considers that this should not
occur at the cost of loss of program quality.
We should continue to bear in mind that
past acquisitions, with their substantial
reliance on debt financing, place
additional burdens on network
management today.

The Tribunal believes that its ’safety
net’ approach which sets the level of
production at those which were achieved
during economic hard times is both
commercially realistic and responsible
The viewer should not have to pay for the
mistakes of some media owners through
diminished levels of Australian content.

Faced with a difficult management
peried for the networks, the Tribunal
considered it appropriate to look after
what Australian content we had, while
enhancing flexibility in compliance with
the standard.

Under the present standard, if a
licensee decided to discontinue its
commitment to expensive drama
programs by increasing preduction of less
expensive serial series, then a
commensurate increase must occur in the
overall number of hours or the nature of
the creative talent being ut’flised. In other
words, the new standard allows trade offs
between hours produced, Australian
creative resources and program typea

Foreign content in ads

A
s well as greater flexibility to
management, the Tribunal has
also moved to reduce the level
of regulation. This brings me

to the issue of advertisements which have
a cultural dimension and in turn
contribute to our sense of national
identity.

In its preliminary view on foreign
content in television advertisements, the
Tribun~ has moved significantly fi’om the
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blanket provisions of the current
standard.

The creative and production quality of
local advertising has really never been
doubted. On an international scale,
Australia is a consistent winner at award
festivals, often finishing within the top
three This was highlighted recently at
the International Advertising Film
Festival in Cannes, where Australia
finished third behind the US and UK.

From the viewer’s perspective,
advertisements used for foreign and, in
particular, global products and services
are at least as entertaining and relevant
as locdl advertisements.

In this context it is entirely appropriate
to allow such advertisements to be
broadcast while at the same time
ensuring the creative resources which
local advertisements use and which help
to support program production through
training and continuity of employment
are not unnecessarily disadvantaged.

The Tribunal believes that gradual
integration into the global market is
desirable and proposes to review the
success of the new standard in 1992.

Co.production and GATT

T he issue of global integratio,n
was also raised in the Tribtmal s
report to the Minister on Co-
productions.

Much has been said about obligations
under international treatie~ The Tribunal
agrees but has noted as a matter of
general principle that a treaty is binding
only to the extent that it has been
incorporated into domestic law, ig when
Parliament enacts or makes regulations
under existing legislation.

With respect to General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATI), the Tribunal
notes that distribution rights on program
material are program services and a
cultural matter. The current standard is
therefore consistent with Australia’s
GATr obligations.

In its report the Tribunal demonstrated
that official co-productions have the same
potential to be included as Australian
content under its regulatory requirements
as programs developed without such
assistance We concluded that arguments
regarding regulatory constraints were
generalised and anecdotal. No submitter
was able to produce evidence
demonstrating how the canrent standard
constrains co-productions; no examples
were give of ca-production negotiations
faltering as a consequence of the standard
were given. In fact, the Tribunal found the
contrary. Based on information currently
available, three of the official co-

productions between 1987 and 1990 would
have been eligible To the best of our
knowledge, none of these co-productions
have been pre-seld to a commercial
television network.

Cc-Pmductian Treaties and Memoranda
of Understanding signed by the AFC all
provide mechanisms to facilitate the
production and marketing of films
between ca-signateries.

Amongst other things, they establish
the criteria under which films are given
access to financing from orgaalsations
such as the AFC and the AFFC and
through tax incentives.

The Tribunal does not directly regulate
the funding of production; in contrast to
these statutory bodies it regulates
content. These content requirements
supplement the licensee’s statutory
undertaking to provide an adequate and
comprehensive service and to use, and
encourage the use of, Australian creative
resources in the provision of prcgraras.

The current Australian content
standard is neutral in its impact, since it
neither provides for nor prevents
concessions for official co-productions.

’The Tribunal does
not directly regulate

the nding of
production; in contrast

to these statutory
bodies it

regulates content"
If ministers should decide that the

Tribunal should more actively support
official co-productions, then legislative
change incorporating the obligations of
treaties and other like arrangements into
the Broadcasting Act would be
appmpriata

That’s not to say that all of the
comments made by submitters are
invalid. Accordingly, the Tribunal will
convey a number of options for facilitating
such an approach to the ~er for his
consideration.

Having covered these issues, what this
means for the future is that:
¯ Australian pmgram content regulation

is here to stay so long as legislation and
audience ratings support its retention.
Fragmentation of the audience base
will continue to apply pressure for cost
reductions by the networks, hence
’safety net’ regulations remain
desirable

¯ Changes will occur in the way
advertisers use television -- lirnits on
the amount of non program time. and
increased opportunities for foreign

advertisements are likely to counteract
one another. It will be increasingly
difficult to justify a high level of
encouragement to locally produced
advertisements, in the event that
viewers react positively and no
substantial negative affect on the
training and employment stability can
be demonstrated after the new
standard is in place

¯ With the expansion of broadcasting like
services, demand for English language
programs will rise and the Australian,
not just US, production sector will
benefit. Hence the networks should
share in export income

¯ Any shortfall in supply to the
Australian sector could well see
pmgram supply being increasingly met
from American pubhc breadcest~re and
cable operators.

¯ Even with restructuring of networks
debt levels, cost pressures will continue,
since free-te-air television services’
audience share is likely to come under
pressure in the longer term. In this
conte~x¢ pmgram diversiW to stabilise or
enhance audiences will be critical.

¯ The flow-on effect of more sepbdsticated
and improved audience measurement
should assist broadcasters to create
more finely tuned program schedules
that recognises the profile and habits
of their audiences.

¯ Other issues that may effect Australian
and foreign programming will be the
Tribunal’s review of program
classification standards, which will
consider community attitudes to
current program classification criteria
and relevant time bands, and the
proposed inquiry into local
programming, which has particular
relevance to the regional areas.
Australia’s film and tele~isian industry

will continue to need careful monlterin$
So too will our production industry as
they establish off shore markets based
squarely on their ability to meet market
demand.

Sue Brooks is a member of the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal. This is the edited
text of a paper presented to the AIC’s 1991
Television Industry Conference, in Sydney.
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Charters of editorial independence
The cases for and against charters of editorial Independence

Paul Chadwick explains how charters can work to deliver

news Independent of a proprietors’ Interest

T
he debate about charters of
editorial independence has been
blighted by misconception and
confusion, some of it promoted

by opponents, some the result of the

to those outside the media precisely what
editorial independence mear~

Charters are not some crude demand for
staff-controlled newspapers, but rather an
attempt to give workable form to a system
whereby some proprietors g~ve up part of
their property rights in recognition of the
unique public service role of their assets,
newspaper~

The slow emergence of the Jolm Fairfax
Group newspapem from receivership has
sharpened interest in charters because the
journalists have adopted one and have
asked the bidders to endorse it.

What Is a charter?.

harters of editorial indepen-
dence are written agreements
between the editorial staff of a
media outlet and its owner.

They jointly define their relationship so
that the proprietor is separated from
power over the day-to-day preparation and
presentation of news and opinion.

The staffs independence of the owner
is supposed to free them to aim for high
standards of journalism. Charters are
intended to avoid the appearance of the
reality of journalism being slanted to suit
the owner’S views or interests.

No uniform model or minimum
standards for charters exist. They vary
from a bread statement of principles to a
detailed set out procedures which may
include selection of an editor and
pmtection for him or her from pressure
from an owner or the owner’s delegates.

Charters are usually pmpesed for
quality newspapers, perhaps in
recognition of their special ’agenda
sot£ing’ role But the relevance of charters
is not confined to the Fairfax group, nor
to the print medium. The arguments in
favour apply with equal force to every
journalistic operation in any media grOUlx

Media outlets in Australia are
increasingly being absorbed into large
chains or network~ Economic forces
encourage this trend and government

regulators have been reluctant to halt or
reverse it. In the case of television
networks, government policy encouraged
it. This being so, chartere may help to
ameliorate the potential adverse effects of
such concentration, which have been
summarised most recently by the
Victorian Government’s Mathews
Committee report on print media
ownership (Communications Law
Bulletin, Vol. 11, Nos 1 and 2).

The justification

T
o those ,outside journalism,

journalists claim to indepen-
dence can be puzzling. Are they
not attempting to usurp the

property rights of the ovmer? If he or she
paid for the thing, goes the argument,
why shouldn’t it have to publish whatever
he or she wishes and deny space to what
the owner dislikes?

The usual reply is that because the
products of a media outlet are news and
opinion, it is uniquely more than a mere
business. Its ’moral existence’, being of
critical importance to the healthy
functioning of a democracy, must be
separated from the influence of its
’material existence’ as a product from
which owners derive profit.

Charters are in a sense an attempt to
take most proprietors at their word. Most
say they will give editors and journalists
independence and that readers need not
fear that the news and opinion which
their products provide will be slanted to
suit the owner’s prejudices or business
interests. Charters codify that promis~

Such guarantees also make commercial
sense, especially for owners of quality
newspapers. The late Robert Holmes a
Court argued that "any proprietor today
who does not seek integrity for his
product, who seeks to impose influence
founded in self interest of any kind, will
simply be an unsuccessful publisher. The
resultant loss of credibility and
consequently readership is a self
regulating factor". Bidders for Fairfax
echoed this view.

Most charters provide for the owner to
lay down the overall philosophy of the
paper. For example, its commitment to
parliamentary democracy, private

property rights and whatever else the
owner wishes. This is not incompatible
with granting editorial independence;
that philosophy forms the boundary
within which editor and staff are
independent.

Role of joumalists and editors

ut what are the editors and
being granted
for? A charter

to specify the journalistic
principles they are supposed to be free to
pursue. The Australian Journalists’
Association’s code of ethics, or the Press
Council’s statement of principles effer useful
guidance hem

Chartere do not, and cannot, address the
vexed question of accountability of
journalists for their errors or unfairness in
day-to-day coverage. That is a separate issue
which, if charters are to confer greater
independence on them, journalists have an
obligation to tackle more effectively than
they have in the past.

A workable charter needs to spell out
precisely the rights of the editor (or editor
equivalent in other media). That person
embodies the journalistic or public interest
side of the equation, while the owner and
management represent the private business
aspect of the paper’s personality. This does
not mean they should be in conflict. On the
contrary, a successful paper requires that
they understand each other’s roles and work
together. But if the public interest role or
journalistic principles do happen to conflict
~vith the business interest, it is the editor
who must represent the former.

Some charter models create a committee
of eminent independent persons, separate to
the b~xd of directom, who would adjudicate
such disputes between editor and
management. The charter must state that
their decision will be final and their findings
will be published by the paper.

This guarantee of publicity is vital. It is
the sanction journalists hold over all others
in society whom they scrutinise

Because credibility is an important
commercial concern, it can be expected that
an owner or management will not lightly
force the editor to appeal to the independent
’editorial guardians’ and thus trigger
embarrassing disclosure of their pressure-

But what if the editor is ’tame’, a crea~tre
of the proprietor appointed precisely because
he or she can be relied on not to encourage
reporters to ssrutinise the company and, if
they do turn up something unpleasant,
relied on not to publish?
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A workable charter needs to make
provision for staff to go around a pliant
editor to appeal directly to the editorial
guardians But such pmvisions must be
carefully clrnf~ed and responsibly used by
staff, for they imply the potential for, in
effect, a vote of no confidence in the editor.
For precisely this reason, no editor is
likely to ignore staff intimations that he
or she should resist pmprietorial pressure

Conclusion

t is clear that charters involve
processes too subtle for legislative
treatment, even if conferring
independence by statute were

desirable, which it is not. Nor do they

seem to be enforceable at common law,
not so much because, say, contract law or
company law or industrial law are, in
theory, incapable of handling such
matters but because it would be finpractic-
able to try to litigate these sorts of issues.

Charters do have considerable potential
to improve the professionalism and pubhc
standing of journalism, so long as it is
recognised that in themselves they
provide no guarantees.

They are fragile instruments which
depend for their success on the atffltudes
of the people adopting them. A proprietor
determined to sign one then ignore it will
pmbably succeed, but the aim is to
construct a system which would make it
too uncomfortable for the proprietor
lightly to renege

Frank Devine argues Charters will undermine newsroom
culture and arm those pushing private agendas.

ne of the main reasons I recoil
~from the idea of charters
of editorial freedom is that
they threaten the robust,

creative culture of newsmoms.
At its best, a newsroom establishes its

hierarchy in much the same manner as
a university at its best. Frequent
publication and persuasiveness in
discourse are the means by which the
talented (or merely resourceful) advance
themselves in rank and, as often or not,
the esteem of their peers. The editor
achieves god-like position only if he
possesses god-like qualities, but he is not
living up to his responsibilities if his
authority is less than that of ship’s captain.

The editor’s inner circle of assistants and
associates, chief of the reporting staff, back
bench people, editorial writers and section
editors have usually achieved high office by
virtue of skill and experience, and hold their
place through daily preof of enffltlement.
Theirs is a relatively hazardous ex/stence
The best of them crave the job of editor,
whose professional life -- if he is fulfilling
his duty - is even more hazardous.

In addition, the more civilised newsrooms
possess two or three resident gurus, men or
women of nncemmon talent, integrity,
commonssnse, charm or assertiveness who
wield special influence outside the ccnvential
chain of command.

The flow of energy from these various
sources, the officer corps of the newsrcom, is
what powers a newspaper ~f manifests itself
in camaraderie and conflict, a grand daily
game premising daily triumphs and daily
defeats for the participant.

When they feel in firm command, editors
tend to nould this plasma into a general
shape and let nature take its course

The decision-making processes of the
healthiest newsrcoms are officer corps
communal, without the actual decisions
being collective

The effect of charters

har~ers of editorial indepen-
would, I fear, disrupt

natural processes and
newsroom energy.

The charter can too readily become the
purpose, instead of aids to achievement of
the purpose Seif-appeinted guardians of
the sacred scripture can elbow their way
into the officer corps with none of the
qualities of character, intellect or pro-
fessional skill that membership requires.
Charters of editorial independence ~eem
to me devil-sent opportunities for bush
lawyers and commissars to flourish.

To some journalists -- rarely the most
talented -- such charters can easily be
interpreted as premising fmedors from the
editor. As an editor I have suffered im-
measurably more trouble defending the
truth against the private agendas of my
editorial colleagues than against proprietors
and managers.

Motivation for pushing private agendas
ahead of the interests of readers have, in my
experience, ranged from wanting to do a
favour for important mates to ideological
commitment. The motivations of owners and
managers in such circumstances are easier
to identify because they are, in effect,
operating outside their usual territory.
Journalists have a home ground advantage
and more opportunity to camouflage their
intentions, since gathering information and
writing it up for publication or broadcast is
what they are supposed to da

FAHiFAX PAPERS’
CHARTER OF
EDITORIAL

INDEPENDENCE

The Age, Sunday Age,
Sydney Morning Herald,

Australian Finahcial Review,
Sun-Herald

1. That the proprietor/s publicly
declare a commitment to the
fundamental and longstanding
principle of editorial independence;

2. That the proprletor/s acl~ew].~lge
that journalists, artists and
photographers must record the
affaim of the city, state, nation and
the world fairly, fully and
regardless of any commercial,
political or personal interests,
including those of any proprietors,
shareholders or beard members;

3. That editorial staff shall .not be
required to work other than in
accordance with the Australian
Journalists’ Association’s Code of
Ethics;

4. That full editorial control of the
n~apore, within a negotiated,
fLxed budget, be vested with the
editors of (the five papers), and that
the editors alone shall determine
the daily editorial content of the
newspapers.

5. That the editors alone shall hire,
fn-e and deploy editorial staff.

6. That the editors shall not sit on the
board of the owni~4~ company or
companies, or any non-publishing
subsidiary companies, and shall
not be directly responsible to the
board but to its appointed
management;

7. That the editors must at all times
carry out their duties in a way that
preserves the independence and
integrity of (the five papers).

Charters of editorial independence
strike me as providing the private agenda
operators with a pernicious last line of
defence You won’t publish my bit of
propaganda, you bastard? You’re just a
lackey of the bosses. What has become of
editorial independence?
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Independence or integrity

M
y other objection to charters
is that they are mAsnamed.
Who gives a damn about
editorial independence?

Independence from what, for what?
The prize is surely not editorial

independence but editorial integrity. For
journalists to assert that they are the sole
custodians of integrity and owners and
managem a constant threat to it is
hubristic and contentious.

Is it the assertion by prepenents of
charters of editorial independence that
owners and managers consciously want to
produce periodicals lacking integrity?
Surely not, since this would be bad
business, resulting in readers and
advertisers eventually beyco~ting the
unreliable, untruthful newspaper or
magazina

Is it implied that owners and managers
wouldn’t recognise integrity ff they
tripped over it? That is not my
observation. Sound morals and a high
level of commitment to the common good
are, to my pemeption, no less common
amoung people who run businesses than
amoung journalists.

Are charters of editorial independence
intended to head off occasional
interventions by owners and managers to
have events portrayed the way they see
them, or not portrayed at all? If s~ I doubt
the efficacy of charters.

Certainly a document espousing
general principles will not have as much
impact on a reasonable owner or manager
as the lucid, specific arguments of an
editor. On an unreasonable person, I can’t
see it having any effect.

"You will find I usually get my way", a
tycoon for whom I almost went to work
once told me with almost dism’ming

Preserving editorial integrity is a case-
by~se, day-by-day mission in my view. It
involves constant struggle with one’s
newsroom colleagues and, not
irffrequently, with oneself. In reality,
struggles with owners and managers are
inf~equant. They tend, however, to be
macro-struggles, with blood sometimes
shed. Swords are more valuable than
scriptures in these circumstances.

Paul Chadwick is Victorian co-ordinator
of the Communications Law Centre A
fuller analysis of local and foreign charters
is in his Charters of Editorial Indepen-
dence -- an information paper, available
for $12 from the Centre, White House
University of NSW, PO Box 1, Kensington,
NSW 2033, Fax." (02)662 6839. Frank Devine
is a senior journalist with ’The Austr~iaK

Orders forbidding
publication

Michael Chesterman discusses some recent decisions giving

~eeth’ to non.publication orders

T
he media nowadays are fre-
quently told by an official body
having legal authority -- a
court, a tribunal, a Royal

Commission -- that they must not publish
material which they hava in their hot
little hands, even though this material is
indisputably good copy. The basis for such
an order differs from case to casa
Probably the two most common types of
’non-publication order’ (as I will call them
here) are those based on the following

(i) that publication would be in breach
of an obligation of confidentiality; or

(ii) that the material in question is 
report of public proceedings before an
~ici~ body which the body considers
should not be published, on grounds
(for instance) of jeopardy to the
conduct of these proceedings.

Recent cases have reached conclusions
on a number of important issues which
are common to both of these types of non-
publication order. Generally speakin$
they have made non-publication orders
more effective In this sense they have
favoured suppression at the expense of
publication. This article contains a brief
outline of some propositions which seem
to have been established.

Proposition 1

A
Publisher wkich is not formally
bound by a non-publication
order may, in some circum-
stances at least, be nonetheless

liable to criminal penalties if, with
knowledge of the order, it publishes the
forbidden material.

In relation to interlocutory injunctions
on grounds of confidentiality, this
proposition was established in April of
this year by what we may assume to be
the last of the Spycatcher decisions --
Attorney-General v Times Newspapers
(1991). The House of Lords here held the
Sunday Times to be guilty of criminal
contempt of court on account of having
published extracts from Spycatcher at a
time when, to its knowledge, the Observer
and the Guardian were restrained from
so doing by an interlocutory injunction
granted to the Attorney-General in
confidentiality proceedings. Their

Lordships vowed that they were not in any
way guilty of elevating an in personam
order (that is, an order that operates
against particular persons) to the status
of an order in rein (an order that has a
general application). It was simply 
matter of imposing contempt liability on
a person who knowingly impeded the
administration of justice in particular
proceedings by acting to frustrate the
clear purpose of an order made in those
proceedings. But the effect in the context
of confidentiality proceedings would
appear to be the same -- once a widely
publicised injunction is granted against
one intending publisher all other
potential publishers are effectively bound.

The judgments of the House of Lords
are formally limited to the circumstances
of an interlocutory injunction made to
preserve the status quo until a final ruling
can be made They give no real help on
the crucial question of whether a similar
form of ’frustration of the purpose’ of a
fmal injunction granted on confidentiality
grounds might not equally constitute
contempt. If this were the case, an
injunction against one publisher could
effectively suppress material indefinitely.

I know of no Australian case in which
this form of conduct has been held to
constitute contempt. But there is a clear
possibility that the lead given by the
House of Lords will be followed here In
my view, it is a decision with dangsmus
implications.

In the case of reper~ing prohibitions, the
preposition being discussed is of less
significance because most commonly such
prohibitions are imposed by a court or
other legal authority under statutory
provisions which state that non-
compliance with the order is a criminal
offence The implication is that the world
at large is bound by the order, though only
those persons who are or should be aware
of the order will have the necessary
knowledge required by the criminal law
to constitute an offence However, in those
relatively few situations where an order
is made by a court under a common law
power, the prevailing view, at least in New
South Wales, is that the order is only
binding on those persons present in court
when the order was made (Attorney-
General for NSW v Mayas (1988)). Yet, 
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~:ith injunctions on grounds of
:onfidentiality, the law of contempt of
:ourt provides a means whereby
publishers not formally bound may still
be liable to punishment if they knowingly
infringe the order. Again, the criterion of
liability is that they should have
knowingly frustrated the purpose of the
~rder in a way which impeded the
xdministration of justice It was so held
¯ ecently by Justice Carruthem in John
Yairfax Group v The Local Court, an
m~reported Supreme Court of NSW
decision of 1991, following the English
decision Attorney-General v Leveller
Magaz/ne (1979), the local John Fairfax &
Sons v Police Tribunal of NSW (1986) and
the Mayas casa

Proposition 2

W
here a non-publication
order is not binding on a
publisher, the publisher has
no standing to apply for

revocation of the order in the court where
it was made, even though (as just stated)
infi’ingement of the order by the publisher
may well incur penalties.

In relation to injunctions on
confidentiality grounds, this follows from
the fact that the proceedings for the
injunction are civil proceedings between
the parties to these proceedings and them
is no recognised basis on which a person
who is not a party to those proceedings
could challenge the order. So far as
common law based mperting prohibitions
are concerned, this preposition formed
part of Justice Carruthers’ judgment in
John Fairfax Group v The Local Group
Justice Carruthers did, however, accept
that publishers had standing to seek
prerogative relief in a superior court in
respect of a reporting prohibition imposed
by an inferior court. The media could
nonetheless claim that since, from a
practical point of view, they are being
made subject to the effect of these Wpes
of non-publication orders (although not
formally bound by them), they should be
acknowledged as having standing, by
virtue of their ’special interest’ in
publication, to challenge the order in the
court where it was made

Proposition 3

non-publication order may
have effect outside the State or
Territory where it was made

It would be a brave media
publisher that assumed that, having been
restrained by a Victorian Supreme Court
interlocutory injunction from publishing
specified confidential material, it could go
ahead and publish with impunity in New

South Wales In the light of pmpesition
1 above, I would say the same also of any
publisher not formally bound by the
injunction. Provided that it was proved to
now of the injunction, pubhcation in New
South Wales could well be interpreted by
the Victorian Supreme Court as an act
which frustrated the evident purpose of
the injunction in a manner which
impeded the administration of justice

More significantly, the recent South
Australian Supreme Court decision in
A.I~C. v Jacoba (1991) (noted by Ross
Duncan, Communications Law Bulletin,
Vol. 11, Na 2, 1991) contains a ruling that
a reporting prohibition, if appropriately
worded, may also have extra-territorial
effect. Justice Mathesen made this ruling
in relation to the statutory power to
impose a reporting prohibition senferred
on Royal Commissioners by Section 16a
of the Royal Commissions A~t 1917. But
he expressed the view that it might
equally apply to the broad powers
conferred on all South Australian courts
by Sections 69 and 69a of the Evidence Act
1929. If this approach were to be adopted
generally in Australia, the general
assumption of the Australian media that
reporting prehibitions are limited to the
relevant State or Territory would have ~o
be radically revised. It would be a matter
of scrut’mising each individual order to see
whether it purported to operate
extra-territorially.

Proposition 4

T
he ’qualified privilege’ attaching
in contexts such as defamation
law to fair and accurate reports
of parhamentary proceedings or

of material tabled in Parliament does not
apply to material which is the subject of
an injunction granted on confidentiality
grounds, not even (it would seem) so as 
protect a report published solely within
the jurisdiction of the parliament
concerned.

This proposition derives from the
principal judgment dehvered in the much-
publicised ’Westpac letters’ litigation
(Westpaz Banking Corporation v Fairfax
Group (1991)) (discussed by Bruce Burke
in Communications Law Bulletin Vol. 10,
No. 4 1990). Justice Powell gave short
shrii~ to the submission of Counsel for
Fairfax that such a privilege applied, and
that it would indeed protect publication
anywhere in Australia. He simply said
that the authorities advanced "do not
provide support for so absolute a
submission" and that, at most, such a
protection would be confined to the
jurisdiction of the parliament concerned.
He also rejected a submission that the

tabling of the relevant material in
parliament, without m~re, brought the
material so much into the public domain
that, under principles applied by himsel
in his "Spycatcher" decision (Attorney-
General v Heinemann Publishers
Australia (1987)), an injunction to protect
confidentiality could no longer be
sustained.

This decision about ’parliamentary
privilege’ does not expressly apply to the
other type of non-publication order
discussed here, namely, reporting
prehibition~ But it could well be held in
due course to do su What it certainly does
is to undermine any easy journalistic
assumption that anything said or tabled
in open parliamentary session is thereby
automatically freed from reporting
restrictions.

In conclusion, these recent decisions
show the courts using a number of
common law techniques to increase
significantly the effectiveness of non°
pubhcation orders. The courts appear to
be saying to the media and the world at
large that when they make an order of
this sort they unequivocally mean
businesa Attempts to find loopholes in the
order will be fh’mly discouraged.

While this attitude of the courts is
understandable, it makes it all the more
important for the courts and parhaments
to ensure that the grounds for making
non-pubhcation orders are clear within
the law, interpreted consistently and
correctly, and carefully limited to the
circumstances where they are truly
necessary. For this outcome to be
achieved, there is still, I would suggest,
quite an amount of work to be done A
number of the decisions of South
Australian courts under the statutory
powers to prohibit rsperting in that State,
for example, do not measure up to these
standard~ The same can be said of Justice
Carruthers’ rulin$ with little discussion,
in John Fairfax Group v The Local Court
that a court’s common law power to
prohibit the reporting of the names of
blackmail victims also covers victims of
threats of extortion. These two situations
are not the same: anonymity for
blackmail victims is much more
important in ensuring that crimes are
reported (and the interests of justice
thereby promoted) than anonymity for
extortion victims. The point which I am
briefly endeaveuring to illustrate by these
examples is that the more effective non-
publication orders become, the more
important it is that they be soundly based
in law and policy.

Michael Chesterman is Dean of the Faculty
of Law of the University of NSW
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Foreign content in TV ads
Martin O’Shannessy discusses the new foreign content restrictions for television ads

and argues that while the reforms are a step forward there are still problems

T
he Australian Broadcasting
Tribunal will shortly release a
final dra~ of a standard to
manage the use of imported

footage in Australian advertisementa
The standard will almost certainly be

based on total advertising time
transmitted by broadcasting licensees
rather than the existing ’per
advertisement’ restriction.

The first round in the debate over
whether the Australian television
commemial production sector should be
protected occurred in 1984. It was then
that the Sydney agency of Saatchi &
Saatchi mounted a legal challenge to the
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal’s power
to make the standard which effectively
banned most foreign advertisementa

In terms of total yea~ and effort devoted
to the inquiry, the foreign content issue
rivals even the Industry Assistance
Commission’s (IAC) involvement in steel
industry protection. Major ad industry
magazines have even created special
logotypes which accompany each weekly
instalment of the debate Those logos are
about to become redundant.

New s~tem

he fundamental difference
is now proposed

and the existing system is that
the new standard will require

licensees to monitor and possibly police a
quota based on 20 per cent of the total
advertising time transnfitted by the
licensee in a year.

In the past, no such requirement was
placed on the licensee as Television
Programme Standards (TPS) 18, 19 and
20 set up restrictions on all
advertisements that prohibited the
broadcast of ads that had more than 20
per cent imported footage and made
exceptions for some types of
advertisements with mort~

Now advertisements that are wholly
foreign will be able to gain clearance by
the Federation of Australian Commercial
Television Stations (FACTS) but the
individual licensee’s ability to show these
ads will depend upon the overall amount
of air-time devoted to imported footage

To parallel this fundamental change,
there has been a move away from the

distinction between advertisements on the
basis of their product or eventual us~

In the past unpaid community service
announcements, ads for overseas film
videos, music recordings and live
performances were all exempted to a
greater or lesser degree

Archival footage related to particular
products also had an exemption and test
market advertisements could be rally
L, nported but only used under very
restrictive conditions. The new standard
provides a blanket exemption for most of
these types of footage, neither counting
them as Australian or foreign.

The distinctions made between different
footage types (archival, animation and
part works) has been removed and a set
of qualitative definitions have been
developed so that whole advertisement
productions may be classed as local or
foreign on the basis of majority
compliance with a set of production
criteria.

As a result, flexibility in compliance
with the requirements for being
Australian as well as the opportunity to
be foreign where needs dictate have been
provided by the most recent dra~.

in practice

rovided industry concerns over
I the actual wording of the recent
draft are met, the final
standard should see that the

majority of advertisements currently
defined as Australian remain sa

If this is the case, best estimates of
likely demand for the screening of
imported advertisements indicate that no
licensee should reach the point where 20
per cent or more of their total advertising
time is devoted to imported footage

Clearly this is the most desirable
outcome as licensees would feel that the
system had failed if faced with the
impossible decision of rejecfflng bookings
on the basis of having exceeded the 20 per
cent quota for foreign ads.

The treatment of advertisements
produced by New Zealanders remains a
problem.

The latest draft standard allows
advertisements produced in New Zealand
to be treated as though they had been
produced in Australia but does not extend
the allowance to ads produced by

New Zealanders in other parts of the
world.

This has generated strong responses
from New Zealand industry bodies and
the Ministry of External Relations and
Trade

Review

he start date envisaged by the
Tribunal is January 1, 1992.
Many licensees say that they
will be unable to comply with

the standard by this time as they face
severe management upheavals as regional
broadcaster are aggregated into larger
licence areas. Metropolitan licensees, on
the other hand, believe that they will be
able to meet the proposed start date

The definitions of what is an Aus~ra~lan
ad remained a problem in the last drai~
as advertisers were concerned that
current practices in the use of music and
images should not be outlawed by a
standard which ostensibly sets out to
improve flexibility.

This concern gives rise to the
qualifications that must be placed on any
assessment of the practical impacts of the
standard made in this article

The Tribunal plans to review the
practical operation of the standard al~er
12 months of operation. This process
should provide the parties directly affected
with the opportunity to seek changes that
will ease any problems that crop up in
getting the new system underway.

Advertisers, hceasees and agencies have
all based their responses to the latest draf~
on the assumption that a true and
effective review will take place

Ftmdamental changes to the system of
managing foreign content have been
made. There is also an abiding
uncertainty created by the quota approach
adopted by the Tribunal.

These factors mean that the opportunity
to revisit the decision and improve on it
as time goes by will be the only way of
ensuring smooth functioning of the
advertiffmg process in the futur~

Martin O’Shannessy is Manager, Research
and Regulatory Affairs at the Australian
Association of National Advertisers
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Determining financial capability
Tim O’Keefe explains how the ABT determines whether a licensee is financially capable

W
~hen deciding whether to
grant, renew, suspend,
revoke, or transfer a licence
or approve a share trans-

action, the Australian Broadcasting
]5~ibunal is required to have regard to the
financial capability of an applicant for a
licenc~ a licensee or a transfere~ This is
done before deciding whether it is
advisable in the public interest to grant,
renew, suspend, revoke, or transfer a
licence or appmve a share transaction.

In making any of the above decisions,
except whether or not to approve a share
transaction, the Tribunal is to have regard
to the need for the commercial viability
of existing servicea

The decision of the Tribunal has to be
made in the public interest and can
therefore be made even though financial
capability is not proven or commercial
viability of an existing service may be
jeopardised. However, in practical terms,
this is unlikely.

The terms ’commercial viability’ and
’financial capability’ are often mistaken
as synonymous. In essence the two terms
can be distinguished as follows:
commercial viability is service area based
while financial capability is licensee
based.

Commercial viability deals with the net
economic resources available to
broadcasters in a service area over a
period of time These economic resources
are required to support broadcastem
operating in accordance with their licence
obligation to provide adequate and
comprehensive services to the area
specified in the lisence In ensuring
commercial viability, the Tribunal is not
required to guarantee that all the services
are profitable or generating an acceptable
rate of return on assets.

Financial capability

inancial capability, on the
other hand, does not refer to
the market but refers to the
individual resources possessed by

each license~
Where commercial viability is

considered in relation to the economics of
bseadcasting in the service area, financial
capability takes into account the support
structure around the service -- being the
licensee company, related companies, the
holding company, shareholders, bankers,
creditors, contracts and agreements. If the
licensee company is also involved in

another non-broadcasting business, this is
taken into account when assessing
financial capability.

If there was a slump in advertising
revenues and all services in a market
were operating at a loss with a negative
cash flow, this would obviously raise
doubts about the commercial viability of
the market. However, the licensees could
still remain financially capable of
providing an adequate service if it is
supported by other sources of funds than
advertising.

The opposite is not necessarily true
Even though a service area could support
several broadcasters, a financially weak
licensee, brought about by poor
management or an inappropriate capital
structure, may not be able to discharge its
responsibilities under the Broadcast/ng
Act. In this situation the response in the
public interest may not be a reduction in
the number of operating services, but to
replace the financially weak opesetor with
someone who can comply with the
conditions of the licenca

Assessment of financial
capability

he Tribunal considers that
capability involves

having the necessary financial
resources or access to such

resources to broadcast programs that meet
the standard imposed by the Broadcast/ng
Act for the duration of the licence period.
This means that the licensee must be
solvent.

In considering a licensee’s solvency, the
Tribunal needs to be satisfied that the
licensee:
¯ has adequate cash resources or

sustainable credit lines to meet its
immediate requirements, without
resorting to additional borrowings; and

¯ will have a cash flow surplus at all
times over the licence period after
allowing for operating, financial and
capital outflows as well as allowing for
any outflows or inflows of cash from any
form of investment account.

In the event that either criterion is not
established to the Tribunal’s complete
satisfaction, then the Tribunal may still
conclude that the licensee is solvent if it
has the ability to raise by itself either debt
or equity from sources to cover any
identified cash shortfalls.

Put simply, the Tribunal assesses
financial capability by investigating:

¯ the nature of the Financial resources
available;

¯ the availability of those financial
resources; and

¯ the degree of control over the financial
reseur~es,

Nature of financial resources

quity, debt and positive cash
flow are the three constituent
elements of financial resources.

Equity and debt are structural
and fairly static, whereas cash flow is a
dynamic factor. An inappropriate capital
structure may be saved by good
management which achieves a strong
positive cash flow. However, this will
almost always be an unstable structure
subject to the overall health of the
economy and the retention of independent
successful management.

The prudent course is to have in place
a sound capital structura Clearly the
safest structure is 100 per cent equity. The
Tribunal, however, recoguises that these
are sound commercial reasons why
licensees would incur some debt but how
much debt is acceptable? This is up to the
industry to determine, not the Tribunal.
Remember the level of debt is only one
aspect in determining fmancial capability
and in an industry whese intangibles
constitute such a large component of the
book value of assets, gearing of itself is a
relatively crude measure, the type of
assets underpinning the debt and the
basis of their valuation is more important.

Cash flow includes both inflows and
outflows of a trading nature and of a
capital natura Surplus trading cash flow
either remains with the company in the
books as retained earnings or is
distributed as dividends to the
shareholders. Surplus trading cash flow
which is not distributed as dividends can
be converted into non cash assets provided
the precess can be reversed on the same

In its February report into the renewal
of the Sydney and Melbourne commercial
television liconres, the Tribunal pointed
out that surplus cash flow which is
directed into speculative investments such
as factoring or real estate development no
longer remains a financial resource
suitable to establish financial capability
because of rsalisation difficulties.

Availability of resources is particularly
important in assessing the value of credit
facilitisa Term facilities, whose availability
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for a fixed term axe guaranteed (subject
to normal conditions for default), axe far
superior to at call facilitiea Hox~ver, the
Tribunal recognises that the decision to
go long or short may depend on the
available rotes at the time the loan funds
are reqnired. However, the Tribunal would
prefer to see the licensee working towards
a longer term fixed rate facility. The
mason is that it allows the Tribunal to
eliminate the interest rate variable in its
financial capability assessment.

The Tribunal also considers access to
additional loan funds to be relevant in
determining financial capability. The
licensee may be well within the debt
levels with which its lenders feel
comfortable Profits may cover interest
and assets may cover liabilities in excess
of current loan condition~ How close the

of concern to the Tribunal.
The ability of the licensee to raise

additional equity may depend upon the
current share trading price exceeding the
par value of the shame With many media
stocks currently trading below par, equity
funds have made a limited contribution
to increasing the financial capability of
licensees over the past two yearn However,
with the restructuring of the Nine
network, increased equity funding to
repay debt was not only attractive to the
Tribunal but also to the investing
conm~unity.

Central treasudes

I
t is not much comfort to the Tribunal
if the financial structure of the
licensee relies heavily on the ability
of the licensee to generate operating

cash fiow if the licensee loses control of
that cash flow as soon as it is earned.

The central treasury issue was
discussed at length in the Sydney/
Melbourne television inquiry. The
licensee, which is just one subsidiary in
a group of companies, feeds excess
cash-flow into the central treasury by way
of loan accounts shown as assets in the
licensee’s accounts. There may be doubt
that these funds would flow back to the
licensee in difficult trading times. This
would depend on the success of the other
businesses contributing to and
withdrawing from the central treasury.

So the Tribunal has to consider the
nature of the related bu~mess in assss~mg
the availability of the cash if needed. The
control over the cash once it is placed in
the central treasury system is out of the
hands of the licensee In most cases there
are no formal arrangements for access to
funds, the licensee joins the queue with

other companies in the groutx
This is not to say that the Tribunal

considers central treasuries an evil. It
acknowledges them as a fact of
commemial life, with groups pooling funds
to gain maximum benefit from available
cash reseurcea Central treasuries can also
stabilise cash flow with investments in
counter cyclical industriea The concern of
the Tribunal is that the licensee may be
sending its cash surplus up a ’one-way
street[

Another difficulty for the Tribunal in
asse~ing financial capability is where the
licensee’s assets are used as security for
debts of other companies withLn the group.
This places the disposal of these assets
outside the control of the licensee

Although the Breadcast/ng Act refers
only to licensees or applicants having to
possess the requisite financial capability,
it is not possible to adequately assess
solvency and consequently financial
capability without taking into account the
financial position of the group as a whole

1Hbunal options

n the event that the Tribunal
reaches an adverse view regarding
the financial capability, the Tribunal
still has to take into account the

public interest before acting either in a
licence grant, licence transfer, licence
renewal or a sham transaction.

The Tribunal has the most flexibility to
act in a licence grant as it is requ£red to
make a deci~mn prior to the service going
to air. The Tribunal can decide not to
grant a licence due to the applicant’s lack
of financial capability without taking a
service away from the public However, the
Tribunal may consider that to withhold
a service from the public while new
applications are called may not be in the
public interest and decide to grant a new
licence despite the fact that the applicant
does not have the necessany financial
capability. The ~ces for this later
decision conld relate to the lack of
available services within the market and
the strengths in other areas of the
application. The Tribunal could place
conditions on the licenco granted to
ensure financial capability over the period
of the licence

The Tribunal is in a similar position
with licence transfers, where it has prior
approval power~ The Tribunal may not
approve the transfer of the licence if the
applicant does not have adequate
financial capability. However, it may be in
the public interest for the transfer to be
approved if the service is more likely to

continue under the applicant’s control
than the current licensee’s control. Under
those circumstances the Tribunal would
investigate all other possible options
available to the hcensee to sell the licence
before approving a transfer to a
financially weak applicant. The Tribunal
is not empowered to place conditions on
a licence transfer.

In a licence renewal the Tribunal has
somewhat less flexibility if the applicant
has not met the financial capability
criteria. There are a number of options
open to the Tribunal which fall short of
not renewing the license The Tribunal
might renew the licence for a shortened
period only and may impose conditions
aimed at allowing it to closely monitor the
financial position of the licensee.
Alternatively it may issue direction~ A
more drastic option open to the Tribunal
could be to renew the licence for a limited
period and to call upon the Minister to
call for applications, open to the
incumbent, for a new licence in the
service area. This last option has never
been taken by the Tribunal, but it does
leave the decision with the Minister.

In a share transaction the Tribunal has
the least flexibility. The Tribunal is asked
to consider a transaction that has already
taken place and may be very difficult to
revers~ For example, the previous owner
of the licensee company has already been
paid and the new ovcusr has installed its
own management into the licensee
company. However, the new owner of the
licensee company could be put on notice
that the licensee’s financial capability
needs to be improved before the next
renewal of the licence The Tribunal
cannot give a conditional approval to a
share transaction but it can immediately
open a separate inquiry to place
conditions on the liconce

Even though the Tribunal has less
flexibility in dealing with lieence renewals
and share transactions it has the nltSraate
power to not renew and to disapprove
share transactions in the public interest.
It may be in the public interest to simply
not renew the licance because the
financial repercussions of an insolvent
licensee upon the indugtry and
community outweigh the short term loss
of the service

This is an edited version of a paper
presented to an ABT seminar on 19
August 1991. Tim O’Keefe is a member of
the Tribunal.
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Artist contracts in the
entertainment industry

Paul Carman discusses the important changes In New Zealand in the wake of the

Employment Contracts Act

T
he entertainment industry is
based upon the employment of
creative talent, technical and
other service~ It is the provision

of these services by individuals which
forms the core activities of the industry.
Since 15 May 1991, employment contracts
relating to these services have been
subject to the Employment Contracts Act
1991 which has significantly altered the
way in which employment contracts w~ll
be negotiated and enforced.

The New Zealand Performance and
Entertainment Workem Union, which
covers performing artists who appear
before the public in connection with any
production, will now have to compote with
other employee organisations which may
seek to represent the interests of
employees in the entertainment industry.
The Act abolishes the un/on’s monopoly
bargaining fights and the previous system
of registered industrial awards and
agreements.

Recorded Performance Award

p
rior to the A~t, most performing
artists were subject to the
terms of the New Zealand
Recorded Performance Award.

That award applied to all performing
artists except for persons employed in
video, television and film productions
whose salary exceeded $2,310 per week
and artists performing in other mediums
whose salary exceeded $1,155 per week.
The Recorded Performances Award was
registered on 13 May 1991.

By virtue of the Act, the award is now
deemed to be a ’collective employment
contract’ between the employers and
employees who were bound by the award
on 15 May 1991. It is unlawful for
employees to strike in support of any
proposed variation during the term of this
existing collective employment contract.

Employers in the entertainment
industry can negotiate whatever terms
and conditions they like with new
employees who were not on 15 May 1991
subject to this Award. The only limitation
is that employers must ensure that they
comply with the statutory minimum
terms and conditions in legislation

dealing with such matters as annual
holidays and other leave

In place of the previous system of
registered industrial awards and
agreements, there is now a new system
of individual and collective employment
contracts:
¯ Individual employment centraots are

contracts that are binding between one
employer and one employee Such
contracts can be negotiated where there
is no collective employment contract
already covering the particular
employee or where there is such an
applicable collective employment
contract but the terms of the individual
contract are not consistont w/th it.

* Collective employraent cen~racts (such
as the Award) are ones which are
binding on one or more employers and
two or more employees.
Employers and employees new have the

right to choose:
¯ whether they wish to negotiate

themselves or be represented during
negotiations by a bargaining agent; and

¯ whether they want an individual or a
cellective employment contract to
govern theft" relationship.
Bargaining agents will in many cases

be the existing union. The employer,
subject to very limited exceptions, must
recegnise the authority of the bargaining
agent who has been selected to negotiate
on behalf of the employee~ There is,
however, no obligation upon the employer
to negotiate with a selected bargaining
agent. Employers can decide whether they
are prepared to negotiate with the union
or to insist upon negotiating with the
employees direetly or some other
bargaining agent appointed on the
employees’ behalf.

Grievance procedure

A
n important change effected by
the Act is the extension of the
personal grievance procedure
to a/l employees regardless of

whether the employee is a member of a
union. The procedure can he invoked
when employees claim they have been
unjustifiably dismissed; that there has
been some unjustifiable action by the
employers which has affected their

employment to their disadvantage; they
have been discriminated against or
sexually harassed; or have been subject to
duress in relation to membership or non-
membership of an employee organisation.
Previously only employees who had acoesa
to union membership would gain the
benefit of the personal grievance
procedure

The parties to an employment ’cont:ract
can agree upon any procedure for
resolving a personal grievance that is not
inconsistent with ~he requhcements of the
Act. Failing agreement, the standard
grievance procedure in the ACt will apply.

Employers in the entertainment
industry may want to consider adopting
their own personal grievance procedure,
possibly involving a private arbitrator and
thereby avoiding the involvement of the
Employment Tribunal and Employment
Court. In this way, it may be possible to
limit the degree of publicity that would
other3wise attach to the determination of
a personai grievance. Furthermore, by
using a private arbitrator, and by sarefully
drafdng the applicable personal grievance
procedure, there is scope for limiting the
remedies that would otherwise be
available to a suceessfni grisvent, such as
lhnitin~ a successful grievant to monetary
compensation rather than a right to
reinstatement.

The ~t confers exclusive jurisdiction on
the Employment Tribunal and
Employment Court in relation to matters
arising out of employment centrast~ This
raises complex issues in relation to
international east centraets for services to
be performed in New Zealand which may,
say, have nominated United States law as
the governing law of the Contract and
USA jurisdiction clauses. There is an
express provision in the Act prohibiting
contracting out of the provisions of the
Act.

In negotiating new employment
contracts in New Zealand, it is vital that
the Act is not overlooked. Appropriate
provisions must be inserted in such
contracts if the benefits of the ACt are to
be tally exploited.

Paul Carran is the principal of Paul
Caftan, Barristers and Solicitors of
Auckland
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Key licensing issues
lan Philip discusses the important role of canter licence conditions in regulating

the provision of telecommunications services to Australians

he Act establishes a regime by
the Minister, not

AUSTEL, will issue general
telecommunications, licences

and public mobile licence~ Section 55 of
the ACt specifies that the licensing of
general carriers has been established on
the basis that the general carriers be:
¯ the primary pmvidem of Australia’s line

base and satellite base public
communications capacity; and

¯ the primary suppliers of tele-
commtmicafflon services by the use of
line links and satellite base facilities.
Similarly, mobile carriers are to be

licensed on the basis that they are to be
the primary suppliers of public mobile
telecommunication services.

As far as licenee conditions are
concerned, some of them are set out in the
Act but most are to be established by way
of declaration by the Minister. Both the
general telecommunications licences and
public mobile licences are subject to the
following conditions under Section 62 of
the Act:
¯ that the licensees comply with the Act

and its regulations;
¯ that the licensees comply with

d/rect/ons to terminations or ordem that
AUSTEL is able to make under the
Act;

¯ that the licensees act in a manner
consistent with Australia’s obligations
under international conventions
notified to the licensees by the Minister
under Sections 75 and 76 of the Act;
and

¯ that, and this is the heartland of the
licence conditions, the licensees comply
with conditions specified in declarations
made by the Minister under Sections 64
and 65 of the Act, either in relation to
licences of particular class or particular
licences.
Turning to the conditions that the

Minister may impose by declaration on a
particular class of licences or a particular
licence, Section 63(4) provides that
conditions addressing the following issues

¯ the term of the licence;
¯ obliging the licensee to engage in

specified activities;
¯ limiting the geographical area in which

services are to be provided;
¯ prohibiting specified activities;
¯ the development of the tale-

commtmications industry;

¯ the extent of foreign ownership or
control of the licensee;

¯ how licensees are to ensure and
maintain quality in the supply of
telecommunication services;

¯ mode of dealing with enquiries and
complaints by customers;

¯ network roll-out;
¯ consultation with Government

authorities as to the use of new
technology;

¯ requiring the licensee to assist
Government authorities in relation to
the law enforcement and national
security issues; and

¯ obliging the licensee to enter into an
Ombudsman schem~

This list is not exhaustiv~ The Minister
can also make declarations in relation to
any other conditions that should apply to
the licence&

Prescribed carrier obligations

ertain specified conditions of
a ]icence can be declared to be
prescribed carrier obligations
(PCO), and one would expect

that these conditions would be those that
have a particular public interest
component to them. PCOs shoald not be
confused with the Universal Service
Obligations, which only Telecom bears.
The condition to be imposed on all general
calTiers under Sections 72 and 73 of the
Act, in relation to the continuation of
access to unffuned calls for residential,
charitable and welfare custemers, is also
specified as a PCO.

One would expect cendition8 cencerning
the quality of telecommunication services,
the maintenance of those services and the
accuracy of call recording and billing to
be PCO.

There will no doubt be an interesting
tussle going on as to which licence
conditions are to be PCOs, particularly
bearing in mind the personal right to
recover damages given to any person who
suffers loss or damage as a result of the
failure by a carrier to comply with a lPCO.

Because interconnection and access as
between carriers should not be a matter
simply for commercial determination
between them, it is essential for
interconnection and access matters to be
dealt with in the licence conditions.

Supplementary licence
conditions

I
t is clear that this is contemplated
to some extent by Section 138 of the
Art, which describes the so called
supplementary access conditions

which may be included by the Minister
in the carrier licenses.

These supplementary access conditions
will relate to:
¯ the grant by the licensee to other

carriers of rights or interests in relation
to facilities, or in relation to land in or
on which facilities are located; or

¯ the supply by the licensee to other
carriers of specffied goods or services in
connection with matters associated
with the supply by the other carriers
of services by means of interconnected
facilities, for example, customer billin~
operator assistance and the publication
of directories.
In relation to the supplementary access

conditions that are mentioned in Section
138 of the ACt, it is interesting to
speculate whether all carriers, or only
general carriers, or only the merged
Telecom/OTC (AOTC), are going to 
obliged to provide operator assistance
services, and who is going to be obliged
to provide dkrectory services. Surely, the
second carrier is going to be entitled, if
it wishes, to establish such services, and
again them ~nuld need to be an exchange
of information.

I expect conditions to be inserted in
relation to the exchange of customer
billing information, the exchange of
information concerning network
development and the exchange of
information concerning the testing of
communications. All interconnected
carriers are going to need to know
information about the volume of
communications and the degree to which
the communications are completed
successfully or not. ¯

It would be prudent to assume that
commercial negotiations between the
car~ers may not fairly deal with these
issues. The licence conditions should
therefore deal with the precise details of
this kind of information and how quickly
it should be provided.

It does not appear that it is going to be
a licence condition that the carriers
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comply with access agreements, and
therefore the enfomement of the access
agreements will be a matter between the
carriers. While the Minister stated in the
second reading speech that the Act
estabhshes an arbitration process to
enable AUSWEL to arbitrate on carrier
disputes concerning access and
interconnection mattem, the arbitration
structure only relates to the
establishment of terms and conditions and
the variation of the terms and conditions
of intemonnection and access.

l~ade practices implications

ne important consequence of
the nature of the conditions

included in the carrier
licences is that conduct

necessary to comply with or otherwise
give effect to those conditions will not be
regarded as breaching the restrictive trade
practices provisions of the Trade Practices
Ac~

Likewise, conduct necessary to comply
with or otherwise to give effect to access
agreements negotiated between the
carriers, winch may or may not have been
arbitrated by AUSTEL, but which have
been registered under Section 146 of the
ACt, is also exempt fi’om these restrictive
trade practices provisions.

While those access agreements must
comply with certain provisions of the ACt,
this leaves it to the carriers to set most
of the terms and conditions of the access
arrangements, which may be utilised to
take advantage of the trade practices
exemption in Section 236 of the Act.

This may well be important in the light
of the fact that Section 236 is the only
specific Trade Practices Act exemption in
the Act, and that it may well be doubtful
that there are any other specific
exemptions that fall within the exemption
regime established under Section 51 of
the Trade Practices Act. AUSTEI~s right
to refuse registration of an access
agreement may not be sufficient to
prevent tins happening.

Section 70 of the Act sets out a scheme
by which carriers may enter into
agreements with the Minister, acting on
the Commonwealth’s behalf by which the
Minister may restrict his powers in
relation to the issuing of licences and the
setting of license conditions, so that if that
agreement is breached, the Common-
~vealth is obliged te pay the carrier an
amount specified in or worked out in
accordance with the agreement.

This scheme has clearly been sought by
the prospective carriers to elevate the
licensing regime to a level of contrast law
so that there is at least some basis for a
claim for contractual damages should the

Gvvernment change the manner in winch
carriers are to be permitted to carry on
business.

AUSTEL investigations

S
ection 333 of the ACt gives
AUSTEL the power to
investigate a contravention of
the condition of a carrier licence

or a contravention of the code of practice
in relation to dealings with foreign
telecommunication oporator~ Any person
can complain to AUSTEL about such a
matter under Section 334 of the Act and
AUSTEL can refer such a matter to the
Ombudsman or the Trade Practices
Commission.

Under section 343 of the Azt AUSTEL
can, if it is satisfied that a carrier has
contravened a condition of a general
telecommunications licence or public
mobile licenc~ direct the relevant carrier:

¯ to do an act required by the condition
of licence;

¯ not to engage in conduct prohibited by
the condition; and

¯ to do other specified acts that AUSTEL
thinks necessary to help remedy the
contravention.

"The Minister does
not have a power

to revoke the licence
for a breach of

licence conditiona’

If the condition is a PCO, Section 344
of the ACt only entitles AUSTEL to direct
the carrier to comply with the obligation
if the carrier has unreasonably
contravened the obligation as opposed to
having simply contravened the condition.
This seems strange in the light of the
public interest importance placed on these
conditions.

Both the Minister and AUSTEL can
apply to the Federal Court for relief
against a carrier’s conduct which
constitutes a contravention of a direction.
Section 349 of the Azt empowers the
Federal Court to order a carrier to pay a
pecuniary penalty not exceeding $10
million if it is satisfied the carrier has
contravened a direction. Criminal
proceedings do not lie against a carrier
merely because the carrier has
contravened a direction in accordance
with Section 352 of the Act.

For all conditions, other than a
condition that a carrier comply with
AUSTEL directions, the Minister alone
may enforce licence conditions as such.
Only the Minister can apply directly to
the Federal Court for relief in relation to
a contraventior~ of licence conditions.

There appears to be an error in this
regard in the drafting of Section 355
because it refers to Minister or AUSTEL
applying under that section for an
injunction and not being required to give
an undertaking as to damages, when
clearly only the Minister can make
application under that section. This does
not seem to be supported by a delegation
power for the Minister similar to that
contained in Section 61.

In similar fashion, the pecuniary
penalty winch may be ordered by a
Federal Court for a contravention of a
licence condition is an amount not
exceeding $10 million, and again,
criminal proceedings do not tie against a
carrier merely because the carrier has
contravened a condition of a licenca

Private actions

person who suffers loss and
damage because of a carrier’s
contravention of a direction
issued by AUSTEL that it

comply with a PCO may seek damages
from the Federal Court for that loss and
damage It should be remembered that
such a direction can only be given by
AUSTEL if the carrier has unreasonably
breached its PCO. This is going to be a
substantial obstacle to the enforcement of
private rights under the ACt.

Section 399 of the Act obliges AUSTEL
to review and report to the Minister on
carrier performance including the
appropriate inadequacy of the strategies
and policies that carriers are following to
carry out conditions which have been
declared to be a PCO and the efficiency
with which the carriers are carrying out
those obligations.

The Minister does not have a power to
revoke the licence for a breach of the
licence conditions. The Minister can only
revoke the licence if the licensee requests
it or, in the Minister’s opinion, the
licensee is about to cease to be an eligible
corporation.

lan Philip is a partner with Allen Allen
& Hemsley, Solicitors of Sydn~.
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Is Tobacco Sponsorship Advertising?
Katrina Henty examines the ABI" Grand Prix inquiry which found

that tobacco sponsorship was not tobacco advertising

ave you noticed the enthusiasm
with which tobacco companies
approach the sponsorship of
sporting events? Following the

October decision of the Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal in relation to the
1990 Aust~’alian Grand lh’ix, it looks like
this trend is set to continua

The Tribunal has effectively identified as
a ’loop-hole’ in the prohibition against
tobacco advertising contained in the
Breadcest/ng A~ 1942 provision under which
tobacco advet~ming may be broadcast as an
’incidental accompaniment’ of a broadcast.

In November 1990, following submissions
received fi~m the anti-smoking group, A~on
on Smoking and Health Ltd (ASH), the
Tribunal decided to initiate an inquiry into
the broadcast of the 1990 Australian Grand
Pdx by the Nine Network and other
regional stations.

ASH submitted that the broadcast was in
breach of Section 100(5A) of the Bmadeast/ng
Act which prohibits a licensee from
broadcasting an advertisement for, or for the
use of, cigarettes, cigarettes products or other
tobacco product~

No accident

t was conceded by the Nine Network
that the stmnsership images for
tobacco companies and their
products broadcast during the 1990

Australian Grand Prix were advertise-
merits for the purposes of Section 100(5A)
of the Act. However, it was argued that
the broadcast fell within the exemption
set forth in Section 100(10) of the ACt
which provides that:

"A reference in sub-section (5A) ... to the

broadcasting of advertisements ... shall be
read as not including a reference t~ the
broadcasting of matter of an advertising
character as an accidental or incidental
accompaniment of the broadcast of other
matter in circumstances in which the
licensee does not receive payment or other
valuable consideration for broadcasting the
advertising matte~. ’

There was no evidence that any
payment or other consideration was
received by the Nine Network for
broadcasting the tobacco sponsorship
images and it was conceded by the
Network that the broadcast of those

Photo courtesy of the Australian Formula 1 Grand Pdx Board

images was not an accidental
accompaniment of the broadcast.

Accordingly, the sole question before the
Tribunal was whether the broadcast of the
sponsorship images was an incidental
accompaniment of the broadcast of the
Australian Grand PrLx.

Program analysis

T
he Tribunal carried out a
content analysis on the broad-
cast, narrowing down the
relevant portions of the

broadcast by identifying only those which
contained tobacco sponsorship imagery.
The Tribunal then conducted a detailed
content analysis of this part of the
broadcast. The types of sponsorship
imagery counted were sponsor’s names,
Iogos, colours and message~ It was found
that tobacco stmnsership imagery was
clearly visible on 653 separate occasions.

The Tribunal referred to the decisions
of DPP v United Telecasters Sydney Ltd
(1990) and Rothmans and Benson &
Hedges v Australian Broadcasting
Tr/bund (1985) in reaching the conclusion
that incidental should be interpreted to
mean "in suberdinate conjunction with".
It assessed the 653 occurrences of tebacce
advertising as constituting a "significant
amount of broadcasting time" but,
applying an objective test, concluded that
the advertising material was in this case

subordinate to and, therefore, only
incidental to the broadcast as a whole

It is clear from the Tribunal’s decision
that, although it believed its conclusion
represented a correct interpretation of the
relevant provisions of the Broadcasting
A~ it did not believe that those provisions
accurately reflected the policy of the Act.
The Tribunal stated:

"’The present provisions of the Act
provide only an illusory restriction. If the
legislature intended or now considers that
these provisions form an effective restraint
to the advertising or televising of tobacco
products it is not achieving its objective or
intent."

The Tribunal went on to challenge both
the politicians and the legislative
dral~sman with its closing statement:

"This is not a complex area of regulation
but it is one that requires clear and precise
polic24, adequately reflected in legislation~"

The Tribunal was constrained by the
words of the legislation and reached what
the writer believes to be the correct
decision within those limitations. If it is
truly Parliament’s intent to prohibit
tobacco advertising, Parliament must
legislate to ban the display of tobacco
advertisements at sporting and other
events which are to be broadcast.

Katrina Henry is a solicitor with Gilbert
& Tobin, of Sydney.
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How realistic is open competition
John Crook examines the NZ experience and observes the early evidence is encouraging

From the formation of AT&T until
recent times the basic economic doctrine
was that a single regulated monopoly
could provide services more efficiently and
effectively in the public interest than the
open competitive market.

This approach to the market became
the practice throughout most of the
developed world with each country having
its protected monopoly fi~anchise-holder as
a single provider of basic tale-
communication services. However, the
debate continued as to which services
should be best provided by the monopoly
telephone company and which should be
provided by other market players.

Containing the monopoly

A
ttempts were made to,
distinguish between ’basic
services which were part of
the basic network where it was

felt that economies of scale demanded
that a single operater provide services for
the entire market, and ’value added’
services which it was held were best
provided competitively. Generally the
monopoly service provider was barred
from the competitive market activities in
case this led to anti-competitive practices.

During the 1960s the tide slowly began
to turn. FLrstly in the United States, then
subsequently in the United Kingdom and
Japan, various parts of the sacred
monopoly markets were opened up to
competition. Typically this commenced
with the provision of customer premises
equipment (CPE) and extended into the
provision of private network and long
distance services.

Another key area of debate has been the
question of resale Resale of basic network
services was usually regarded as a ’no-no’
unless them was a genuine value added
component in the service provided to the
end customer. The prohibition of resale
arose because of pricing distortions
between the rates telephone companies
charged for leased lines and private
networks compared with the prices for
public switched network services. Resale
presented a potential ’cream skinuning’
opportunity for resellers. The telephone
companies, on the other hand, used their
profits to subsidise universal telephone
service and/or services to residential
customers. ¯

However, in all of the major markets of
the world (including Australia) these
sacred truths are again being questioned

as policy makers search ’for market
models which will provide the greatest
degree of economic efficiency and benefits
to customers.

The New Zealand experience

he opening of the market in
New Zealand has been
advanced extremely rapidly. We
have come from a totally

protected monopoly service provider in
1987 to the most open and least regulated
market in the world from 1 April 1989.

This is part of an overall framework of
government policies initiated by our
previous Labour government. Their
policies sought reduced government
intervention in all markets and the
promotion of competition throughout the
economy. An underlying philosophy was
to make competitive market policies
neutral as far as possible across all
economic sectors.

Although very rapid by world stsndmds,
the deregulation was a phased process.
The Telecommunications Act in 1987
provided for the progressive liberalisation
of house wiring, telex machine pmvisian,
telephone services, building cabling and
PABX systems through to April 1989.

As these markets were liberated, tele-
communications-specific regulation and
statute were removed from force so that
the only rules governing market
behaviour were those of general
commercial legislation such as our Fair
Trading Act and Commerce Act.

Interestingly, therefore, the main
cornerstone of New Zealand’s tele-
communcation legislation is not found in
the Telecommunication Act but in the
Commerce Act (which regulates all
market activity). This Act is similiar in
concept and principle to the Australian
Trade Practices Act~ The key section of the
Commerce Act for these purposes is
section 36 which reads as follov~:

"(1)No person who has a dominant
position in a market shall use that
position for the purpose of--
(a) restricting the entry of any

person inlo that or any other
market; or

(b) preventing or deterring any

person from engaging in
competitive conduct in that or
in any other market; or

(c) eliminating any person from
that or any other market."

This legislation forms the cornerstone
of the commercially negotiated
interconnect agreement between Telecom
and our major network competitor Clear
Communications Ltd.

In establishing this policy the
government indicated to Telecom that it
expected it to develop fair arrangements
for interconnection and the development
of the competitive market plac~ It
indicated it would intervene with pro-
competitive policies and regulation if and
only if Telecom engaged in anti-
competitive behaviour, and existing
remedies under the law proved
inadequate.

How competitive is the market?

he market for CPE is now
intensely competitive We have
never had a specific protection
for the ’fLrst telephone’ in New

Zealand. When the telephone market was
opened to competition in May 1988, the
market was completely opened for
competitive supply. Similarly, the market
for PABX systems and business telephone
systems was opened from 1 April 1989.

There are many players in the CPE
market and customers have a wide
variety of choices. Telecom is still the
largest supplier in these markets but it
is a constant challenge for it to maintain
a supply of quality products at prices
acceptable to customers.

There are no restraints on resale in New
Zealand. Anyone who wishes can acquire
basic network facilities from Telecom (or
any other network operator and add value
to them or not as they choose, selling the
resulting services in the competitive
market. This also includes the
opportunity for businesses to on-sell
capacity in their private networks should
they so choosa At least two companies,
one of them a partially owned subsiduary
of Telecom, acquire network capacity ~om
Telecom and offer competing tell services.
Usually these are provided at discounted
prices compared to Telecom’s offering.

Facility based competition in the
provision of basic network services is just
getting started.

In July of 1989, Telecom started
negotiating with New Zealand Railways,
(NZR) who had built an optical fibre cable
system between our two main cities. They
wanted to use this for beth tell bypa~ and
alternative network servicoa In December
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1989, NZR joined forces with MCI
Cornmurfcatioas Corporation, a major US
telephone company and the Todd
Corporation, a major NZ investment
company, to form a joint ventur~ About
the same time a joint venture comprising
Bell Canada and Broadcast Commtmi-
cations Ltd (a Television NZ subsiduary)
began negoffxations with Telecom for toll
bypass and alternative netm~ork services.

These negotiations continued
sporadical/y until May 1990 when the ~o
joint venture groups joined forces to form
the Alternative Telecommunications
Company Linaited, now renamed as Clear
Communications Ltd (CCL/. In August
1990, an initial memorandum of
agreement was signed with CCL and
finally the main interconnection
agreement was signed in March 1991.

CCL commenced offering private
network services (which were not
dependant upon interconnection) to
customers throughout New Zealand late
in 1990 and a competing toll service was
started in May this year.

Telecom’s customers are now able to
sign up with CCL and use the CCL long
distant network as an alternative to
Telecom’s for making tell ~ CCEs toll
calls are offered at a price discount
relative to those of Telecom. Their
customer base is building up
progressively, with at least 2000
customers currently using their services.
Around the third week of July, CCL
celebrated the switching of the millionth
tell call in their network.

Now that the competing toll service is
up and running, CCL have redirected
their attention te the negotiation of
further intercormect arrangements which
will enable them to provide local
telephone eerviees and 0800 services in
competition with Telecom.

Telecom’s response

he government decision to
operate an open market policy
sparked off a radical change in
Telecom. A new company

structure was formed and decision-
making authority was delegated to
subsidiary companies close to the
customer. Many new managers were
recruited from outside the organisation to
bring in commercial skills complementary
to the engineering skills of the former
Post Office organisation.

The main changes made were to
rationalise operations, increase efficiency
and reduce cost~ Staff numbers have been

pregressively reduced f~om 26,500 in 1987
to around 14,500 today.

A major tariff rebalancing program was
instituted te remove cross subsidies and
introduce coherent prices An intensive
capital program was launched to exploit
new technologies. The conversion of core
network to digital technology has been
one of the most rapid in the world.
Telecom moved from around 35 per cent
of lines connected to digital switches in
1987 te nearly 90 per cent today.
Substantial investment was also made in
new operational support systems such as
billing, directory assistance, and network
management.

An entrepreneurial business group
called the ’New Venture Companies’ was
established to develop business
opportunities in value added services.

Customer safeguards

T
he government recognlsed that
it wonld take a ht~le while for
competitive services to develop,
especially in the markets which

serve residential customers. Thus, at the
ffmae of privatisation a few extra ’light
handed’ measures were instituted. These
include:
¯ A set of disclosure regulations which

require Teleeem to periodically pubFxsh
the prices and conditions of service for
a small number of core network
services.

* A set of requirements to pretest the
interests of residential customers
enshrined in the company’s Articles of
Association, exemised through a special
share known as the ’Kiwi Share’. The
requirements established are as follows:
--Local free calling will remain

available to all residential
customers.

-- The standard residential rental for
a phone line will not rise faster than
the cost of living unless Telecom’s
regional operating companies prefits
are tmreasonably affected.

-- Telephone line rentals for residential
customers in rural areas will not be
higher than in the cities and
residential services will remain as
widely available as at present.

¯ A voluntary publication by Telecom of
service standards for some of the
services used by residential telephone
customers, such as new connections,
time to restore faults, and directory
service answering times.
As competition develops in these

markets the above constraints will be
pmgressively removed and consumer

protection will be through competition
and the primary statutory previsions in
the Commerce and Fair Trading Acts

Customer benefits

A
lthough I beheve that there are
many customer benefits
including variety and choice, I

~ will dwell only on Wee of them:
quality and price

Customers are regularly surveyed by an
independent research company addressing
every aspect of Telecom servicea Quality
councils throughout the company address
the survey results and programs for
improving our performanc~ Each major
process in our business is assigned to an
’owner’ responsible for monitoring its
improvement. A s~gnfficant eempenent in
the remuneration bonus for senior
managers derives from the achievement
of improvements in quali~y (as measured
by the independent survey).

As Teleem improves its efficiency it will
be able to pass on price reduction benefits
to its customers. Despite the introduction
of local call charging for business
cnstomem (previously local calls were free)
it has been able to reduce typical business
customers’ telephone bills in real terms
by amounts ranging from .30 per cent to
50 per cent over the period from
September 1986 to March 1991.

The benefits already delivered to NZ
customers include:
¯ an average real pace reduction in

excess of 20%;
¯ prices more closely related to costs;
¯ substantially improved installation

ffmaings;
¯ enhanced service quality;
¯ accelerated introdurtion of new

technology; and
¯ increased level of customer choica

All this has been achieved at the same
time as an increasing level of profitability
for the main telephone company.

’How realistic is open competition?’ I
feel the jury is still out on the long term
consequences of the environment we are
creating, but I think all will agree that
the early signs are very premising indeed.

John Crook is an Advisor to the Chief
Executive of Telecorn Corporation of New
Zealand This is the edited text of an
address to the IIR 1991 "Telecommuni-
cations Law and Policy Symposium" held
in Sydne)z
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C’O’M’M’U’N’I’C’A’T’I’O’N’S N’E’W’S

Recent developments in Australia by lan

Telecommunications reform
On 31 July Mr Beazley announced that two consortia, the Kalori

Communications Group and Optus Communications, had been
invited to take part in the second stage of the selection process
of the second telecommunications carrier. This includes a
comprehensive examination of relevant information about AUSSAT
and telecommunications in Australia and the negotiation of sales
contracts and related documents. Final offers are expected to be
lodged in October with the selection of the second carrier due
for completion by the end of this year. The Kalori consortium has
now broken up leaving only one of its members, Hutchinson
Communications of Hong Kong in the contest against Optus.

In August Mr Beazley announced that AUSTEI~s recommended
charges for the second carrier to gain access to the Telecom/OTC
network had been accepted by the Government. The charges are
intended to be ’initial’ charges which will apply until the second
carrier gains sufficient market power to negotiate effectively with
Telecom/OTC on an equal basis.

On 5 September Mr Beazley introduced into the House of
Representatives the AUSSAT Repeal Bill 1991. The Bill proposes to
appropriate monies from the Consolidated Revenue Fund to pay
out existing obligations of AUSSAT prior to ~ sale to the second
carrier, empower the Treasurer to guarantee AUSSAT’s born:~Nings,
prevent AUSSAT’s tax losses in income years prior to the sale being
used as a tax deduction for income tax purposes from the time
of sale, and to repeal the AUSSAT Act 1984 and make
consequential amendments to other Acts.

Broadcasting reform
An exposure draft of The Australian Broadcasting Services Bill

was released on 6 November 1991 with a view to the introduction
of legislation into Parliament in the autumn session of 1992.

Inquiry into radio frequency spectrum management
In August the Australian House of Representatives Standing

Committee on Transport, Communications and Infrastructure
released Preliminary Conclusions in its Inquiry into the Management
of the Radio Frequency Spectrum. The Standing Committee found
that the present.system of spectrum management practices are
not sufficiently flexible and timely with regard to changing demand
or spectrum use, and that setting the very highest possible technical
standards in order to minimize the possibility of interference comes
at a cost borne by new and prospective users for the benefit and
at no cost to existing users.

The Standing Committee also concluded that the current
approach to setting fees for spectrum access has little, if any, effect
on managing demand, and that annual fees should be based on
recovery of the costs involved in managing the spectrum on behalf
of users.

An administrative system for setting priorities for allocation and
assignment for radio communications purposes was not supported
because it was seen as too inflexible and imposing an unacceptable
administrative cost burden on spectrum management. Nor was
a market based system of tradeability in spectrum supported
because it was seen to lead to uncertain outcomes and it is not
practical to give or guarantee access to public sector and non pro~

McGill and in New Zealand by Bruce Slane

organisations sufficient funds to acquire spectrum whenever it is
needed.

The Standing Committee therefore supported a proposal for a
mixed market/administrative system requiring tradeability of
spectrum resources for commercial use at a gradual rate of
development, with non-commercial users having the option of
continuing under the current administrative system, with the
introduction of an auditing procedure for such users.

Commercial radio developments
In July Mr Beazley announced measures for the speedier

introduction of new commercial FM radio seMces for regional areas
of Australia. This included a reduction in fees paid for new
commercial FM licences in regional areas, the easing of restrictions
on the transfer of AM or FM (supplementary) licences to new
owners, the limiting of consideration of ’commercial viability’ in
licence inquiries and defining this term in the Broadcasting Act
1942 and the clarification of the Broadcasting Act to expedite the
work of the Tribunal in granting licences.

As part of its 1991-92 Budget measures the Government halved
commercial radio licence fees generally, claiming to give the radio
industn/an $8 million boost for 1991-92. The Government had
acknowledged that the present fee structure had to be changed
to lesson the impact of increases in the fees. For example, in the
ten years prior to 198990 licence fees as a proportion of licensees’
gross earnings had increased by over 100 per cent.

Mr Beazley announced in September that two Sydney AM radio
stations, 2UW and 2WS, had successfully bid for the right to
convert to FM, bidding $9,423,000 and $8,056,000 respectively.
Tenders were conducted under Stage One of the National
Metropolitan Radio Plan, under which stations have already
converted from AM to FM in Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane and
Perth. The two conversions in Sydney will double the number of
commercial FM stations broadcasting in that city As part of their
tender bids, AM licensees agreed to transfer their vacated AM
transmission fadlities to the Commonwealth to be used to transmit
the Radio for the Print Handicapped service and for the broadcast
of Parliament.

Tribunal inquiries
The Australian Broadcasting Tribunal has announced a new

inquiry into the reconstruction of the Seven Network. it will examine
the sale of commercial television licences for ATN (Sydney), HSV
(Melbourne), BTQ (Brisbane), SAS (Adelaide) and ~ (Perth) 
a new holding company, Television Holdings Limited.

The Tribunal has also commenced an inquiry into the
reconstruction of the Ten Network. The Tribunal on 27 September,
approved the transfer of commercial television licences for TEN
(Sydney), ATV (Melbourne) and TVQ (Brisbane) to wholly 
subsidiaries of the existing licensees. The Tribunal is inquiring into
the subsequent acquisition of the shares in these subsidiaries by
Television & Telecasters Limited (a subsidiary of V~stpac Banking
Corporation) to ~M~stpac Banking Corporation.

Concerns about media ownership
Concerns have been raised in Parliament and by the Chairman
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of the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, Mr Peter V~away, about
the current media ownership laws. The Tribunal’s consideration of
media ownership issues, arising in particular from the recent
Kimshaw/2UE transaction and licence renewal inquiries for the
Seven and Ten networks, have led the Tribunal to the view that
there are deficiencies in the Broadcasting Act which prevent it from
enforcing the current ownership and control limits.

The Tribunal also noted deficiencies in the process for approving
share transactions, with review needed of both the notification
of transactions and ’deemed control’ provisions. The Federal
Go~rnment has attempted to remedy this perceived problem with
provisions in the Broadcasting Amendment ~-t.

The Tribunal also saw difficulties with sanctions often seen as
inappropriate or ineffective and there being a need to focus upon
sanctions relevant to the breach rather than approach them
through the Iicence process, it also sew as appropriate the need
to strengthen arrangements for co-operations between the Tribunal
and the Trade Practices Commission. Mr Beazley subsequently
announced the appointment of Professor Johns, Deputy Chairman
of the Trade Practices Commission, to the Tribunal

Television advertising time
The Tribunal is currently conducting an inquiry to review

advertising time on television. The Tribunal has determined that
new issues ha~ arisen in this inquiry which are substantially
different from previous issues. It has therefore decided that it is
necessary to advertise these new issues for consideration.

The new issues are whether a Television Program Standard (I-PS)
should be introduced which limits the amount of advertisements
and programme promotions that may be scheduled on television.
If so, the form such a Standard should take and such other matters
as may be relevant will need to be determined.

Inquiry promotions for programs
The Tribunal has now determined the specific issues to be

considered in its inquiry into TPS 12 ’Promotions for Programs’.
These issues are whether TPS 12 should be repealed or amended,
whether a new TPS 12 should be introduced to regulate the
broadcast of program promotions, whether the Tribunal should
except industry guidelines for the broadcast of such promotions,
what form amendments of TPS 12 or a new Standard should take,
and what action the Tribunal should take to initiate establishment
of new industry guidelines.

The inquiry into the content and timing of program ~romotio.ns
was announced on 31 July following a 347 per cent increase ~n
complaints about promotions over the last two years. Most
complaints w~re from parents who wish to supervise their
childrens’ viewing but who claimed that promotions for Adults
Only (’AO’) movies were being run in general viewing time. TPS
12 restricts the times at which promotions for AO and Parental
Guidance Recommended (’PGR’) programs can be shown 
television. The concern is therefore that TPS 12 is ineffective, in
this regard.

Liquor advertising
The NZ Broadcasting Standards Authority has supported changes

to allow liquor brands to be advertised on television and radio.
Broadcast liquor advertising has been permitted according to strict
rules evolved over many years of voluntary self-regulation. The hav~
been criticised for their inconsistency and anomalies both by the
industry and the former Broadcasting Tribunal. A number of liquor
companies and their outlets changed their names to incorporate
a brand name so that they could, in the guise of corporate

advertising, advertise their brands. Broadcaster liquor and
advertising interests were invited by the Authority to submit a new
voluntary codes acceptable to the Authority.

Ministerial interest
The NZ Minister of Broadcasting, Mr Maurice Williamson, has

revealed that he sat in front of television watching a controversial
speeded up segment of the %/3 Nightline program known as ’69
Positions in 60 Seconds’.

’~’ou would really have to sit there, as I ended up doing, and
go through it frame by frame to try and work out what was going
on -- that there were some naughty bits happening. It could have
been gymnasts at an Olympic Games as far as I could tell" the
Minister said. Mr Williamson told the Dominion Sunday Times he
had no problems with the speeded up segment being shown but
has suggested to %/3 they tone down the sexy bit on the late
news-entertainment show Nightline.

Mr Williamson said his office had also talked to %/3 about the
recent documentary investigating the Auckland sadism and
masochism scene He talked to %/3 the day before it was screened
and asked if the channel had checked it with ~ lawyers. %/3’s
news and current affairs director, Rod Pederson, told the Dominion
Sunday Times that he had had no approach from the Chief
Executive and no changes had been made to the program after
ar~ approach or complaint. %/3’s Corporate Affairs Manager said
¯ the channel had no problems with the Minister making
suggestions or giving his view on programs: "It would be different
if it was a ministerial direction, but we’d be disappointed ff he didn’t
have a view".

Under the Broadcasting Act, the Minister has no power to give
any directions regarding programming standards to any
broadcaste~ The independent Broadcasting Standards Authority
determines complaints and there is a right of appeal to the High
Court.

Maori broadcasting
New Zealand Maori Council and Wellington Maori Language

Board haw declined an offer by the Crown of $13m over three
years to meet its Treaty of Waitangi obligations for Maori
Broadcasting on television. Mr Justice McGechan had originally
adjourned the case in May to enable the Crown to come up with
proposals under which it weuld retain transmission and production
facilities to meet treaty obligations. At a second hearing in July,
the Judge found in favour of the Crown. An appeal has been
lodged in the Court of Appeal.

Additional spectrum
The NZ Crown has put up for tender more radio spectrum

frequencies -- mainly in rural areas -- following further expressions
of interest by parties in obtaining additional spectrum. There are
9 MF, 32 VHF-FM, 29 UHF (some minor) for broadcasting and 
UHF for distribution and music systems.

Since deregulation, radio has expanded to 71 AM and 78 FM
stations.

The Crown has decided to abandon the second bid tender
s~tem and in this round, which closed on 4 November 1991, the
highest tender will be successful in each case.

Clear’s ads misleading
Telecom Corporation of New Zealand Limited and its new rival,

Clear Communications Limited continue to litigate.
Telecom took Clear Communications to the High Court alleging

breach of an agreement arrived at in March when Telecom
originally sought an injunction to stop Clear from using its
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3dvertisements which featured English chat show host Michael
Aspel. The agreement was reached on the day of the hearing and
set guidelines for future advertising. Accordingly, Clear modified
its advertisements. In September Telecom appeared before Mr
Justice Thomas in the High Court seeking a second injunction
alleging the revised advertisements were in breach of the
agreement. Its original three complaints concerned Clear’s
assertions it had built a nationwide network, a network that was
100 per cent digital, and that users of the service were to be
charged only for the time used in a toll call.

Under the agreement, Clear said it would clarify its
advertisements, but the Judge said some of the qualifications were
so light that people would miss them and the impact of the
advertisements were still the same.

Telecom rounded its charges for tolls up to the next minute.
Clear’s campaign was based on its users paying a minimum one
minute charge and then six second increments. Mr Justice Thomas
said the claim that customers only paid for the time they used
was incorrect because charging times were rounded up.

Clear could not say its toll service was fairer than Telecom’s
without giving specifics nor could it use any of its slogans that
told customers they were charged only for the time they use on
calls. Mr Justice Thomas said he would not rule on claims that
Telecom was abusing its dominant market position to hinder Clear’s
entry into the market as there was no need to examine those issues
under the terms of the application.

Telecommunications litigation
Clear Communications brought an action against Telecom

Corporation alleging breaches of section 36 of the Commerce Act,
first in refusing to agree to the connection of a gateway system
generally,s~cond in refusing to agree to the connection of gateway
for the purpose of a Justice Department telephone contract and
third refusing to supply direct dailing in (DDI) without insisting 
the prefix 023.

Section 36 prohibits any person who has a dominant position
in the market from using that position for the purpose of restricting
the entry of any person into that or any other market or preventing
or deterring any person from engaging in competitive conduct in
that or any other market or eliminating any person from that or
any other market.

It was common ground that Telecom had a dominant position
in the New Zealand Telecommunications market and the local sub-
markets created by the dialling district.

Clear alleged that Telecom was using that position for the
purpose of preventing or deterring it from engaging in competitive
conduct in the Wellington market in respect of the Justice
Department numbers. The argument on the question of an interim
injunction centred on the use of the prefix 023. The Judge said
that he thought the evidence before him disclosed a strong case
that the 023 or any other ’0’ prefix was a deterrent and would
probably prevent Clear engaging in competitive conduct in the
market. It was probable, too, that other methods could be used
to identify Clear subscribers that would not haw a damaging effect.
Clear alleged that Telecom’s insistence on the 023 reference in
the directory was to give Telecom time to enter the market with
a product to compete with gateway before Christmas and to give
a false signal. The Judge said he was not prepared to say there
was a strong case but he said there was a significant case to be
determined. The Judge did not say he found it hard to understand
why Telecom should not use some other non-discriminatory
number combination.

However, Clear entered into the Justice Department contract with

its eyes open and that was a strong factor against relief. An order
would interfere with negotiations. It was possible for Clear to accept
a proposal from Telecom which would permit the Justice
Department to have its phones in the meantime, if Clear succeeded
it would recover damages paid to the Department and something
for less easily quantified losses. Clear would get its numbers which
could be advised to all subscribers and there would be no stigma
to the prefix in the minds of potential customers.

The Judge declined to grant an interim injunction but stated
he would assist in the prompt disposal of the litigation.

Government intervention
The NZ Minister of Broadcasting & Communications, Maurice

Williamson, has warned Telecom and Clear Communications that
the government was prepared to impose tighter regulations if they
failed to resolve their squabbles.

"The government can promote competition through more direct
regulatory measures, and safeguarding competition in this area
is important enough for me to keep a close eye on the
negotiations" said the Minister. "But at this stage I’m not satisfied
that Telecom and Clear have really tried to sort the thing out for
themselves’~

The companies had negotiated an inter-connection agreement
to allow Clear to operate a national toll service but Telecom had
yet to settle local inter-connect agreements with Clear and another
new competitor, BelISouth, which plans to set up a rival cellular
telephone network.

Telecom says that numbering ownership is included in its sate
price. The Ministry of Commerce is investigating the numbering
dispute. Mr Williamson has told both Clear and Telecom ’~ don’t
belie~ state-instigated inter-connection works. It’s generally a
compromise leaving the two inter-connecting parties dissatisfied
with aspects of the deal and eager to redraw the agreement".

The Minister ruled out establishing a regulatory authority. "In
these tight times, an unnecessary guvernment body is a luxury
that taxpayers would rather do without", he said.

lan McGill is a partner with the Sydney firm of Alien Allen &
Hemslej4, Solicitors, and Bruce Slane is a partner with Cairns 5lane,
Barristet~ and Solicitors of Auckland.

from ~
banks assume there is a logical relationship between value
and the level of debt. There is not. In no sector of the
Australian industry during this recession has this been more
apparent than the media, where banks accepted the highly
inflated value ascribed by proprietors to their intangible
assets, such as broadcast licence&

¯ Sales processes should be shrewdly targeted. Spraying
in_eormation memorandtuns reund the world like corff’etti will
diminish value In the current market, a widespread sale
campaign will often become a dutch auction.

¯ Targeting includes ascertaining the genuine bidders. These
bidders should then be granted equal access to information
and encouraged as much as possible. A one horse race is of
no help to anyone but the hors~

¯ Finally, there is a need to tighten the practice of insolvency
it" ~ve want to attract foreign investment. This includes
developing a more consensual and constructive approach to
all classes of creditors. Alienation for its own sake is rarely
wise, and generally expensive If some of our banks do not
develop an interest in consensus, our own shortage of capital
may force us to develop a local version of the US Chapter 11 la~

Malcolm Turnbull is a Director, and Cass O’Connor an Associate
Director of, Turnbull & Partners Limited, of Sydney.
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